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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the experimental study of stimulated Brillouin scattering

(SBS) used in optical phase conjugation (OPC) of laser beams. The OPC-SBS

process was investigated for a variety of pumping conditions and focusing

geometries in order to establish regimes of best operation. The main interest was in

understanding the parameters that govern the process for the purpose of developing

practical laser systems and improving current theoretical models. The findings

should assist in the application of OPC-SBS to current laser technology for

aberration correction as well as to new designs of Q-switched laser oscillators for

high beam quality.

The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter one contains the theory of OPC

and SBS, and presents the plan for the thesis. Chapter two is concerned with the

generation of phase conjugate Stokes waves from laser pump pulses with long

coherence length e 3.3 m).Any phenomena in the Stokes waves that detracted from

a perfect OPC perfoÍnance are presented with extensive experimental detail and an

understanding of the processes dynamics is discussed. This study showed that the

time of relaxation of the hypersound in the medium under a specific focusing

geometry plays an important role in determining whether that OPC mirror would be

able to reconstruct the input laser beam. High reflectivity and phase fidelity OPC-

SBS is also successfully demonstrated in this study.
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Chapter three investigates the effect that the rise time of the input laser pulse has

on Stokes phase fidelity. Pulses with long coherence length but rise times much

faster than the hypersound relaxation time are found to degrade the fidelity of the

Stokes wave. This finding is in qualitative agreement with other existing studies.

Chapter four details the effects that input laser pulses with short coherence

length have on the OPC-SBS process. Specifically optical breakdown and cavitation

bubbles are examined and discussed closely. This regime of OPC-SBS is the most

diffrcult to work in, as it produced Stokes returns with both poor reflectivity and

fidelity. This regime does not appear promising for phase conjugation'

The conclusions based on the knowledge gained from this thesis are presented in

the final chapter
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Chapter I

Introduction

Diffraction limited beam quality and low beam jitter are desirable but not easily

obtained characteristics of most high power lasers. In high power solid state lasers, for

example, the beam quality is often degraded by thermal and mechanical stress in the

laser rod. However, Optical Phase Conjugation via Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

(OPC-SBS) could potentially offer laser systems with beams that are diffraction limited

and have excellent pointing stabitity in any situation. Unfortunately, even SBS has its

own limitations which have been reported by many researchers.

This thesis is concerned with my work on the problem of spatial beam quality

degradation in Optical Phase Conjugation. The purpose of this chapter is to outline the

basic concepts and structure of the work. These concepts should assist in clarifying (i.e.

interpret) some of the processes that will be encountered in the following chapters (2,3

and 4). An explanation of optical phase conjugation and stimulated Brillouin scattering

in relation to beam quality is to be presented.
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l.L Optical Phase Conjugation

Real time optical phase conjugation (OPC) in nonlinear processes, also referred to

as wave-front reversal, was first observed in 1971.1 Optical Phase Conjugation permits

aberration correction through a double pass technique. In a way, it resembles time

reversal as the output reconstructed wavefront is identical to the input reference beam,

but propagates in the opposite direction. It is for this reason that the process of OPC can

be used in particular optical systems such as lasers, to remove optical aberrations. The

practical importance of the process is that it can correct both static and dynamic

aberrations. This is a truly "magical" reflector when compared to a typical bathroom

mirror.

The basic nature of OPC can best be understood by comparing its behaviour to that

of an normal mirror. Consider an example, where a plane light wave enters a medium

which has a spatial variation in refractive index across its aperture (e.g. a lens). As

Figure 1.1.1 indicates the transmitted wavefront is no longer plane but has been altered.

Some parts of the wave have been advanced in respect to the rest. The wave now strikes

the normal mirror and is reflected towards the medium. It is critical here to notice that

the advanced part of the wavefront is reflected first and then the rest follows. The

reflected wave enters the medium (i.e. lens) for a second time and after exiting, the

wave has suffered a further second alteration. We see that the original input light wave

and the new ouþut wave are different from each other. In Figure I.I.2 we have replaced

the normal mirror with a phase conjugate mirror. Now the transmitted wave having

passed through the medium strikes the OPC mirror. It is here that we note that the

reflected wave has the inverse wavefront to that of the incident.
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Again the reflected wave enters the medium for a second time and after exiting, the

\¡/ave is recovered, as the retarded part of the wave is now advanced by an equal

amount. Comparison between the original input light wave and the new ouþut wave

shows no difference in the wavefront of these two. A complete reconstruction of the

original wave has been achieved.

Together with the phase reversal property, the OPC mirror must also maintain the

intensity distribution which is associated with each wave in the beam.z It is these two

properties that allow the OPC mirror to correct distortions.

The concept of optical phase conjugation can be understood by introducing a

mathematical description of the process. V/e will assume that the incident wave on the

phase conjugate mirror is monochromatic with angular frequency rrr¿, wave nrtmber k"

and is propagating in the negative z direction. This wave is represented as:

(1.1.1)

where Ar(r) is a slowly varying field amplitude that describes the transverse extent of

the wave.

A counter propagating ìwave to 1.1 .1 (i.e. a reflection) will be expressed as:

E 
" 

(r, t) : ïln, (r) ei("' * t"") + A; (ò e- 4^'t * *'") 
I

J
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Figure 1.1.1: Diagram indicates the transmitted wavefront after reflection

from normal mirror is no longer plane but has been altered.
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Figure l.l.2z Diagram indicates the transmitted wavefront after reflection

from the OPC mirror reproduces the incident wave.
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When an ideal PC mirror is illuminated by the incident wave (i.e. equation 1.1.1) it

produces a reflected (backward scattering) wave, called the phase conjugate wave,

given by

E ,(r,t) : !rlor{r)"i(<'r"r-t,') + A;(r)e-4"'-t")]

E, (r, t) = )l*;rr) r- 
i("t - * 

") + RA r(r) e'("t - 
r"') 

|

(r.r.2)

(1.1.4)

(1.1.3)

'Where 
.R represents the amplitude reflection coefficient of the PC mirror and we

assume os:(ù¿ (the incident and return wavelength is the same). 
'We note from these

expressions (1. 1. 1-3) that

Er(r,t)= RE"(r,-t)
if
Ar(r) = RAi7)

That is to say the electric field amplitude can be replaced by its complex conjugate

amplitude. Due to this result the process of wave-front reversal is called phase

conjugation. The reflected wave is essentially a time reversed replica of the input. This

treatment is suitable for the description of an ideal phase conjugate mirror.

'When 
a v/ave enters a medium, its amplitude can be described mathematically as a

function of z and t, and we often assume for simplicity that the wave has plane

wavefront and that the second order derivatives can be ignored. This approach uses the
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fact that the amplitude of the wave will always change slowly compared to the

oscillating part of the expression Er(z,t) (e.g. the scale of the variation of the amplitude

along z is larger than the optical wavelengtþ. 
.When 

substituting this expression into

Maxwell's equations, the differentials with respect to the amplitude will be small

compared to those of the oscillating part. Thus, by ignoring all negligible terms a great

deal of simplification of the resulting equations can be obtained. This process of

simplification is known as the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA).

Insight into the phase conjugation process can be gained through a mathematical

description of the practical case where a beam of light passes twice in opposite

directions through an abenating medium (e.g. atmospheric turbulence). The incident

wave Er(r,t), propagates through a lossless material of nonuniform refractive index

n(r):le(r)lt/t, where e(r) is the dielectric permittivity.3 The scale of the spatial variation

of e(r) is assumed to be much larger than the laser wavelength. The monochromatic

incident and return waves must satisff Maxwell's paraxial wave equation.

(1.1.s)

The mean direction of propagation is along the z (longitudinal) direction only. Since

this wave equation is valid, then so should its complex conjugate be (as long as e*(r¡ :

e(r), no absorption) since it too satisfies Maxwell's paraxial wave equation (i.e. it can

exist physically as a real wave):

v2A"+ (ry-l,'ì A,+,k9L:s
\ "' )" ôz
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This equation describes the wave

(ry-o')o;-zir,!=o (r.1.6)

(1.1.7)

which is a wave propagating in the negative z direction and whose complex amplitude

is everywhere the complex conjugate of the incident wave Er(r,t). This shows that if the

PC mirror can produce a return wave whose amplitude is the complex conjugate of that

of the incident vr'ave, then the field amplitude of the retum wave will be the complex

conjugate of that of the incident wave at all points in front of the mirror. Therefore this

can be used to unravel optical distortions.

This corrective property of phase conjugation has been utilised for a large variety of

applications. laser amplifier heads are commonly used in MOPA (Master Oscillator

Power Amplifier) configurations to increase the power of laser beams. Under pulsed

operation these systems suffer from thermal lensing and birefringence effects which

reduce the quality and power of the beam. In a double pass arrangement with a PC

mirror these brightness decreasing effects in the amplifier can be reduced, and near

diffraction limited performance can be obtained in practice.l'a Provided that the gain

which the phase conjugate wave experiences when passing through the amplifier is only

in the z direction, then the output will have the same phase as the input but a much

higher intensity. PC mirrors can also be used to replace either one or both mirrors in a

laser oscillator for the correction of intracavity distortions.5'6

E, (r, t) = ïlo; Q¡ 
"- 

i(a' t - rc'z) + A, (r) e'6 " 
- o'") 

f
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Optical phase conjugation has also been used for reconstruction of images when

viewed through low quality optics or distorting media (i.e. atmosphere), for automatic

tracking of satellites, image up-conversion,T laser beam combination,s pulse

compressione and photolithographicto applications among others.

1.2 Phase Conjugation Techniques

The concept of optical phase conjugation was initially demonstrated in

holographytt'lz ffiLd adaptive optical systems.l3 In the 1970's, phase conjugation based

on nonlinear interactions was performed for real-time (i.e. dynamic) phase conection in

solids, liquids, gases and plasmas. Most of this activity related to applications in image

processing and dynamic compensation for distortion in laser amplifiers and oscillators.

In the literature often the terms optical phase conjugation and wavefront reversal are

used interchangeably.

Various nonlinear processes can be used for optical phase conjugation, including:

o Four-wave mixing (degenerate, nearly degenerate) in transparent, absorbing and

amPlifliing material.

o Stimulated (Brillouin, Rayleigh and temperature) Scattering.

o Photorefractive

One property that most of the above nonlinear processes have in common is the

creation of a phase or amplitude grating in the medium. Each of these techniques has its

8



unique characteristics and limitations which dictate its particular application. The most

widely applied of these are degenerate four-wave mixing and stimulated Brillouin

scattering.

The work in this thesis is concerned with the limitations of optical phase

conjugation by SBS and the resulting temporal effect on the beam quality under various

experimental conditions. Four wave mixing will receive some mention as this process

was combined with SBS in the application of the loop phase conjugation scheme.la

L.3 Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Theory

The scattering of light from thermally excited acoustic waves (spontaneous

Brillouin scattering) was first predicted by Brillouin in l922.ts The phenomenon of

stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) requires high intensity and thus had to wait for the

development of lasers and was discovered in 1964.16 SBS is also referred to as

Stimulated Mandel'shtram-Brillouin Scattering (SMBS) in the Russian literature. The

process of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering has been studied theoretically and

experimentally in solids, liquids, gases and plasmas. SBS is an inelastic process,

meaning that the medium is left excited and the photon energies will not be conserved.

In SBS the scattered light has its frequency shifted down (Stokes component) by an

amount determined by the bulk characteristics of the medium. The light is scattered by a

hyper-acoustic wave which is created in the SBS medium by the input light wave itself.

The frequency shift is a Doppler shift arising from the acoustic wave moving away from

the input laser beam.

9



SBS is a nonlinear optical effect. In an isotropic medium this effect can be described

by assumingthat the induced polarisation P is related to the applied optical field. As all

nonlinear effects are small for small field amplitudes, the polarisation can be expressed

as

p = eo(xE-r xrE' + arr3+....) t1.3.1)

P = eoy.E + P*, 0.3.2)

where 1 is the susceptibility, eo is the permittivity of free space and P*, represents the

nonlinear part of the polarisation. Each term of the expression can describe some optical

effect. Terms with y, can describe second harmonic generation whereas terms with 1,

can describe stimulated Brillouin scattering, stimulated Raman scattering and other

nonlinear effects.

Intense laser beams provide a medium with a time varying electric field which

produce a coffesponding time varying electrostrictive strain which drives an acoustic

wave in the medium. Electrostriction is the tendency of materials to become

compressed in the presence of an electric field't7

Most text books in nonlinear opticslt'ln offer a steady-state (stationary) theoretical

treatment of stimulated Brillouin scattering. The classical theory presented in this

section is for transient stimulated Brillouin scattering in a focusing geometry. Transient

SBS is also known in the wider literature as travelling SBS and nonsteady-state. The

process discussed in this section is noise initiated and includes the effects of pump

depletion and of a finite phonon lifetime t" which introduces a memory into the

10



process. A numerical model was developed for this theoqlo based on fast algorithm by

Chu et a|2t andused a SBS focusing idea by Menzel and Eichler.22

The basic equations that describe the SBS process are derived from Maxwell's

equations for the electric fields and Navier-Stokes equations for the medium response

with input laser field E, backscattered Stokes field E and acoustic (sound) field q

represented in the form23

E ,Q,t) = )lor/,r)";(^'t*r'"') 
+ AiQ,t)e-i(^'r+r"')l

E ,(z,t) = )lor(r,r)"i("t-r"') 
+ liQ,t)e-('sr-r'"")]

q (", ù = |lO{", 
t¡ 

"i(' 
n' * k n") + e' (z, t) e- 

i(' a' * t' n") 

f

(1.3.3)

We assume that the total optical fteld Erin the medium is given by

ErQ,t) = E"(",t)+ Er(z,t) (1.3.4)

The conservation of energy and linear momentum in the SBS process requires that

the scattered light's þhoton) acoustic frequency and wavenumber be expressed as

Cùq =(,)¿ -(Ds

kn: k, + k,

11

(1.3.s)



As the acoustic frequency (though hypersonic) is always considerably smaller than

the optical frequencies, then the frequency of the scattered light is very close to that of

the input laser light. Therefore lfrl - lfrl

lonl* z,lr,,l'-(Ð (1.3.6)

where 0 is the angle between k" and kr, i.e. the scattering angle (see figure 1.3.1). This

is the Bragg condition for the diffraction of light by sound.

kr

Figure 1.3.1: Vector diagram of Brillouin scattering.

Since an = knv , where v is the speed of sound in the medium, the Brillouin shift is

kg

ke

ve
tsJn :2n@ r-sin ,

t2

(r.3.7)



where n is the refractive index, and c is the speed of light. The maximum value for roo is

obtained for 0:zr, i.e. backscattering (see figure 1.3.2)

ka

ks kL

Figure 1.3.22 Vector diagram for Stokes scattering in the backward

direction.

The description of the coupling between these fields is simplified by assuming that

they have slowly varying amplitudes (SVEA) compared to their temporal and spatial

frequencies (crrr>>l, where r is the pulse duration and crr the field frequency). The

electric fields easily satisfy this assumption. The acoustic field can also satis$r the

SVEA condition even though in practice it can have an r¡t-8 or less. Further, variations

in the laser and Stokes transverse field are neglected but the intensity variation with z,

due to focusing in the medium, is considered. Any linear optical absorption in the

medium is also neglected in this treatment.

The following coupled wave equations can be found, in a similar treatment to that given

by G. C. Valley in reference 24 lor the basic equations of the PumP, Stokes, and

phonon.

13



ônô
AL igrQA,

ôz côt

(1.3.8)

Here g, ffid g, are coupling coefficients, / describes the thermal fluctuations of

acoustic waves in the medium and f is the damping rate of the medium.

In general the initial phase relationship of the fields (q'q'Qq) in the medium is

variable as the SBS process initiates from noise. For this reason the fields are redefined

as A" - Are-i't' ,A, = Are-io', and Q= Qs-tea. These fields can also be presented in

cosine and sine terms by applying Euler's formula, ett :cos(p +i sin<p. We can now

substitute these fields in place of those given in equation 1.3.8 for the basic equations

for the SVEA of the pump, Stokes, and phonon. In a similar treatment to A. Kummrow

et al,2s coupled equations for the phases can also be obtained.

Six coupled equations result from these assumptions, describing the amplitudes and

associated phases for the fields. These also include the spontaneous growth from noise:

t4



ônA
- grrir(v ¿-e s-e n)en,ALôz côt

( a nôl
l|.Z)o, = g,,in(v s*e ø- w ,)et,

(*.)n - - g,,rn(ws*e ø- e ,)A,A,. ¡,

(1.3.e)

(1.3.10)

and

oo QA'g t _ _ grror(V r_A r-g q)-A;ôz côt

(*.Ð-s = s2cosþ,.q s-e,)+

al_t
at )Q o = g,cos(Q r*Q ø-9 ,) f'A,A,

-+
O

The fields have an initial phase <p which can effect the Brillouin gain i.e. the gain is

maximum when the collective phase is q, -q, -ge:f , o, is reduced when phase

pulling (i.e. q, -gs -gq t constant ) can take place. From equations 1.3.10 we can see

that in the absence of noise (i.e. fr:O) the field phases will be constant (i.e. phase

locked) only when g¿ -es -ge:f . m" Stokes wave will have its maximum gain

only under this condition. The phase locked condition has been widely used by past

authors in their theoretical treatment and its validity is based on the fact that only a

phase conjugate wave would receive maximum amplification. The significance of this

has also been discussed by H. Hsu in his treatment of phase conjugation.26

t5



The input laser pulse enters at z:L as shown in figure 1.3.3. The input laser field

amplitude Ar, the Stokes field amplitude l, and the acoustic field amplíttde Q, are

normalised to the maximum value of input laser amplitude incident on the medium of

the SBS cell. The spontaneous bandwidth is f : h," where t, is the Brillouin phonon

lifetime of the medium. The Brillouin coupling constants gt, gz are the normalised

electric field and acoustic wave coupling coefficients, respectively. These coupling

coefficients are proportional to the maximum amplitude of the input laser field. A

spatial derivative is also omitted from the acoustic wave equation since the sound wave

does not significantly propagate during the interaction (v<<c). The Langevin noise2T

sources/,, describe the thermal fluctuations of acoustic waves in the medium that lead

to spontaneous Brillouin scattering and thus to the initiation of the SBS process. We

make the standard physical assumptions here, that f, and f, are Gaussian distribution

random noise generators with zero mean, (f Q,r)) = 0 (i.e. the average value over space

and time is zero). The noise is ô correlated (i.e. has an infinite value for the average of

the product of the two sources when they have an absolute correlation with any previous

value of the source, õ (t - ,') = * for z:z') in space and time in the sense that

(f(r,r)l.Q',/'))= QõG-z')ô (t-t). The value of p has been derived2' using

thermodynamic arguments and is given by

(1.3.11)

where Ç is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, ps is the mean density of the

material, v is the sound speed and A is the cross-sectional area of the interaction region.

r6
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Zg

A¡rîJ ¡re t Lens SBS Cell

Z:L z:0

-+z l-z -

Figure 1.3.3: Geometry of the Stimulated Brillouin scattering interaction

The input beam is incident at z:L.

For the variation in intensity due to focusing, the reduction in the beams cross-

sectional area A is considered. Let the distance between the lens and the SBS cell be d.

Assuming a spatially Gaussian beam of Ilez value radius, then the radius of the beam,

w(z), wlIlvary accoÍding to the relation:

(t.3.r2)

where the n(z) refractive index value depends on the medium that the beam traverses, À

is the laser wavelength, and wo is the focal waist radius at position z:L-rd-f. Thus, the

input beams cross-sectional area A(z) along the length of the medium can now be

obtained.

f

*' (r)= ,r[, . [ 
']

2wo

i iThermal noise

i i phonons

Q,aq,9q
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A, " ^ Power
By redefining the electric field amplitude as Ar,, = ;ø, (where 4,, = ffi),

then the SBS coupled set of equations can be altered to account for any intensity

variations due to changes in the beams area. This system of partial differential equations

was solved, using a non-iterative, numerical algorithm.2e Numerical solutions are

obtained by integrating the Q phonon from the partial differential equation and

substituting it into the input laser and Stokes pafüaldifferential equations.

In modelling the SBS process, the following analytical expression for the Gaussian

input laser pulse was used:

-rf(t-")l'
A,(t,L): e-'l "n ) (1.3.13)

This input was norrnalised with respect to its peak value which occurs attime to.

It takes a certain amount of power to produce detectable stimulated Brillouin

scattered light. The onset of the SBS process requires that an intensity threshold is

exceeded. At threshold a phenomenological expression is defined for the SBS threshold

in terms of the threshold intensity existing over the interaction length which must have

sufficient gain to sustain a positive feedback.

g"I rl, : C (1.3.14)

where g, is the mediums steady state SBS gain (g":g,g/f), usually expressed in

cm/lvfV/; 1, is the intensity of the input laser beam; /, is the length of interaction (for

18



figure 1.3.3, l,:L-zo where zo is hhe value of z at w) and C is a numerical constant,

usually in the range 20<C<25 for organic liquids. Here go l"l,is the single-pass intensity

gain of the Stokes field. As the value of go is small the single-pass intensity gain is

increased by maximising the product of I"l,.In practice, instead of increasing the power,

the intensity can be increased by focusing the beam.r6 Alternatively, the interaction

length can be increased by using a waveguide (e.g. optical fibre)3O. A typical threshold

energy is around few millijoules for a Q-switched pulse of several nanosecond duration.

Figures 1.3.4-6 give typical examples of a laser input pulse, SBS (Stokes) return

pulse and transmitted pulse, calculated by the aid of this theoretical model. For a given

input pulse the corresponding SBS return and transmitted pulse portion through the SBS

cell are calculated. From these ouþuts other parameters such as reflectivity as a

function of Input Energy to Threshold Energy ratio can be plotted (see figure 1.3.7).

This plot shows a monotonic increase in reflectivity after the SBS threshold value is

exceeded. The computer modelled results of this theoretical work exhibit features

similar to those seen from experiments. Recently, intensity fluctuations due to phase

jumps were predicted by this model.20'2e'31 This model has become a useful tool in

helping to understand some of the mechanisms of the SBS process and thus in the

interpretation of experimental results.
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Figure 1.3.4: Plot shows typical example of a laser input pulse, for
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Figures 1.3.5: Plot shows a typical example of a SBS (Stokes) return pulse,

calculated by the aid of this theoretical model.
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Figures 1.3.72 Plot shows a typical example of Reflectivity as a function of

input energy/threshold energy ratio, calculated by the aid of

this theoretical model.
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1.4 Fidetity of OPC-SBS in the Saturation Regime

A basic description of the way in which SBS generates a OPC wave will now by

presented. Envisage an abenated laser beam being focused in the SBS interaction region

(i.e. in a similar arrangement to figure 1.3.3). The aberrated beam creates a non-uniform

intensity distribution (i.e. speckle) in the focal region of the lens. The Stokes wave

which depends on the local intensity will also experience a non-uniform gain

distribution. As SBS is initiated by noise (i.e. spontaneous Brillouin scattering) it

initially has all possible spatial Fourier components. However, only that Fourier

component whose intensity distribution matches the non-uniform gain distribution will

receive maximum amplification. This component has a wavefront that match that of the

aberrated input laser beam and therefore coffesponds to the phase conjugate of the

input. The degree by which Stokes reconstructs the input is referred as fidelity.

Most experiments are conducted in the saturation regime of SBS where the input

laser pulse is depleted. For this reason a theoretical description of the reproduction of

the original input by the SBS process is useful. By predicting the Stokes behaviour

under pumping conditions that exceed the SBS threshold by many times, a comparison

with experimental results can later be made. As a quantitative measure of the inaccuracy

of OPC, Ze|'dovích et al (Reference 32) defined the phase conjugate beam fidelity Ë1,

AS

t.t"(r,r).t,(r,z)d' 0<H<lH_
Ilo'l a', tl4l'a', 

)
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Here r:(x,y) and ll describes the degree of overlap of the input laser A, and Stokes ,4t

fields. It is based on the Schwartz-Cauchy inequality33 and holds for all A" and,,4, fields.

'When H is zerc, then there is a total absence of correlation, whereas when ,F1:1 then the

Stokes field is the exact phase conjugate of the input laser field. The only properly of a

beam that the OPC-SBS mirror can not conjugate is the polarisation of the input beam.

V/ith respect to this, it behaves as a normal metallic mirror does. This is because the

acoustic wave is scalar and does not have information about the direction of the vector

field that drives it.

Based on the steady-state picture of SBS and including depletion, then the wave

equations for the input laser and Stokes fields are be given by

(*.o,r) AL=

AS

8n 2
A A

2 L

(1.4.2)

t/^IO t ^l---V¿
\a, 2k,'' |lo,¡'o,

where Y', =(u'/u., *u%rr) and. g"is the Brillouin gain coefficient for the medium.

At the entrance of the medium (":L) the input laser field has a developed speckle

structure. In the course of the depletion by a nonuniform Stokes'wave, both the structure

and intensity of the beam will vary along z. The Stokes wave is excited by spontaneous

noise and thus has Gaussian statistics. 
'We assume that both fields obey Gaussian

statistics throughout the interaction volume. An expression for H as a function of z can

be obtained if we assume plane waves. The SBS system equations then reduce to
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ôAt
ôz

ôAt
ôz

!ln,¡'o"

8B 2

(1.4.3)

(t.4.4)

(1.4.5)

(1.4.6)

ASAL
2

By taking the complex conjugate of these simple coupled differential equations and

multiplying the first by A" and the second by A, and then adding each equation to its

conjugate, we obtain:

A;
ôAt
ôz

ôA.+A. '
oz

g o ''l', A, 'ni 'l',

A;+* o,+ = g".4,'4!'4i.4,

By defining the average intensitieslr,, = (lO,rl') ,t .. assume the integration over the

+=+= g,(t,t,tit,)
dz dz

transverse coordinates is equivalent to averaging over an ensemble of random

realisations)'a then we get

where (t,t,,ai,a,l = (t,ttrl\;o") +(d,di)(ttr,q,) *(,a,a,)(¿tr'qi) uasea on the

assumption that the complex field amplitudes are random Gaussian quantities (i.e. due

to bad aberrations¡ and ('lr'l'r,) = 0 (i.e' ignore forward scattering),

The differential equation can be transformed to

(,{{) = o

#=#=t'r'r'(t.W
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'We have thus obtained expressions for the intensity variation in the medium as a

function of fidelity.

+:+= g,r¡,(r+H) (t.4.7)
dz az

Using this result, ZeI'dovich et al (Reference 32) also obtained an expression

describing the variation in Stokes wave fidelity as a function of input laser intensity.

dH/
#=su(r,+r,)nQ-n) (1'4's)

From these two equations a number of observations can be made. When H:I, the

Stokes wave is the phase conjugate of the input wave and the Brillouin gain of the PC

portion of the noise field will be twice as large than any other mode of the noise field. A

number of analytic theories agree with this.'s'36 At Ë1:0 the correlation between the

Stokes wave and the input laser wave disappears and there is energy transfer between

uncorrelated waves at gain g. The value of dH/dz becomes zero for both.F/:0 (the field

remains uncorrelated over the interaction length) and at H:l (exact phase conjugation

in all cross sections). Further, from these equations we may derive:

u(z)lt- u(")l-' : constant . I "(z)1,(z) 
(1.4.9)

H(") r - ø(o))' IL (z Is (")) (1.4.10)
0- n("))' 0 - r,(o)r,(o)

The initial Stokes field is of the form 1.(0){r(0)e-o where G-25 under experimental

conditions. By applying SBS boundary conditions (ILþ)Jsþ):ILQ)-Id0):constant,

conservation of energy) for the case of saturation, the following expressions are

obtained: Ir(z)--Ir(z)Jr(¿X1-A) and r,(O) o I'l * t"(t)(t-,R), giving Ir(L) * tr(t)-t'l
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where .R denotes the reflectivity (with respect to intensity) and I'! is the threshold

intensity

Thus, the fidelity expression can be simplified to:

(r - ø(o))'
H(0)

: X(X -I)"", X > I (1.4.1r)

(1.4.r2)

where Xis the ratio of input laser intensity over that of the threshold intensity

In practice, phase conjugation starts from spontaneous noise thus Ëß<1 but never

equal to zero. A detailed examination of H@) requires numerical calculation for

different values of /{0). Such studies have already been reported for a number of

parameters in referenc e 32.IIhas been shown3T that avalue for Ë(0) can be obtained for

which H(L):l to within a tolerance ô. Thus from the previous equation we obtain:

ø(o) t x >lI
a'x(x -r)""

The behaviour of F(L) for increasing input laser intensity in multiples of the threshold

intensity is shown in figure 1.4.1 for ô=0.1 and,F(0):6.94x10-11 (chosen as it best fits

our experimental results).

We can see from this plot that as the input laser intensity reaches values of

reflectivity saturation, the fidelity of the Stokes return also approaches unity. According

to this approach, an increase in input intensity brings an improvement to the quality of

the optical phase conjugation. Comparing the fidelity plot to that of the reflectivity we

note that the fidelity reaches unity at a faster rate and for a smaller value of input
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Figure l.4.lz Plot of PC fidelity H(L) as a function of input laser intensity

in multiples of the threshold intensity

intensity. Two-dimensional numerical simulations of OPC-SBS by Lehmberg" for

focused, aberrated beams in unbounded medium and waveguides, also showed that (for

pump depletion cases) the conjugate fidelity is significantly improved as the incident

intensity is increased. It should be noted here that fidelity values of near unity do not

imply a TEMoo mode but rather a true reproduction of the input mode structure. Finally,

in real experiments the input laser beam will not be a plane wave but rather will have

some finite diameter and the intensity will usually vary across the beam thus causing

effects (e.g. spatial narrowing) that could reduce the fidelity. Such limiting effects can

be eliminated in practice by use of two-lens systems which distribute the Stokes gain

more evenly (see figure l.4.la).3e In the two-lens system the beam profile of the SBS is

made to coincide with that of the pump by imaging the end face of a laser in the SBS

cell so it is located in front of the plane of the equivalent focus.

s60
'Ë s0
€ii 40

30
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Figure l. .laz Two-lens scheme for the input of the pump radiation into the

medium for SBS

Measurement of the OPC during a single pulse, based on the Zel'dovich definition

of fidelity H, is difficult as it requires knowledge of both intensity and wavefront phase

as a function of space (across the beam) for the input laser and Stokes beam. In this

Thesis, information about the OPC fidelity was obtained by measuring the Reflectivity

and the Beam Quality which in turn provides the Phase Fidelity of the beams (see

section 2.2.5 lor definition of these terms). These two parameters (i.e. Reflectivity and

Phase Fidelity) allow experimental results to be interpreted in a simple manner. The

Phase Fidelity gives information about the beam's wavefront phase by measuring

parameters relating to the Beam Quality of the input and Stokes return beams. These

parameters witl be expressed in chapter 2 as the 'Beam Merit' function. The parameters

relating to the Beam Quality (i.e. Beam merit) were measured using power-in-the-

bucket (i.e. measure at the far-field the pulse po\¡i/er that passes through an aperture the

size of the diffraction limited divergence of the beam). The Reflectivity gives

information about the beams spatially averaged intensity by measuring the pulse power

at near-fie1d.oo,ot As we will see in the next chapter the Phase fidelity in a similar way to

CRYSTAL
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the Fidelity H, gives a quantitative measure of the quality of phase conjugation

characterised by the ratio of the scattered por¡/er to that of the that of the perfectly

conjugated beam.

1.5 Four-Wave Mixing

Four-wave mixing is the most widely applied technique in optical phase

conjugation. It was showna2'43 in 1977 that phase conjugation could be obtained by the

process of degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) using the geometry shown in figure

1.5.1. The procoss is degenerate because all four interacting waves have the same

frequency. There is an analogy between four-wave mixing OPC and holography which

suggests that all of the applications envisaged or demonstrated with conventional

holography can be performed using real-time phase conjugate optics.

A2 (PUMP)
A4 (CONruGATE)

A3 (STGNAL)

A1 euMP)

Figure 1.5.1: Configuration in phase conjugation by degenerate four-wave

mixing.

Nonlinear Optical Medium

Grating
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In this geometry, two pump \ryaves, A, and Ar, are incident on the nonlinear medium

from opposite directions. The wave front carrying the information to be conjugated is

the signal wave A, and the conjugate wave Ao that is produced in the interaction

cùo:cD,fcùr-cl, propagates in the direction opposite to A, Since the pairs of waves are

counter-propagating and have the same frequency, the interaction is automatically phase

matched for any angle q between the signal and the pump waves.

This interaction creates a diffraction grating (volume hologram) in the medium

through the interference of the waves. The grating is formed by the signal wave A,

whose phase conjugate is required, and a reference pump wave At' The grating

refractive index contours contains the information of both the signal and reference

pump waves. The conjugate wave,,4o is produced by the scattering of the pump wave A,

off the diffraction grating created by A, and Ar. The information of the grating is

transferred to the phase contours of Ao as it is created but with its sense reversed þhase

conjugate). A similar interference occurs between all pairs of the incident waves, and

each interference contributes to the phase conjugate wave.

As a result of the third order nonlinearity the polarisation induced in the 1, medium

by 41, A2 andA3 will contain a term having the form:aa

P = constant .ArArA;e¡6'*k") (1.5.1)

Thus this polarisation acts as a source for the spontaneous build-up of a backward

propagating wave that is the phase conjugate to the signal, Ao: 4.

It is possible to do nondegenerate four-wave mixing by using SBS, which is also a

third order nonlinear effect. This is known as Brillouin induced four-wave mixing
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(BIFWM) or Brillouin enhanced four-wave mixing (BEFWM).45 From very weak signal

beams, BEFWM can produce a phase conjugate return whose reflectivity can be well in

excess of 100%o.a6 Although none of the work in this thesis is directly concerned

BEFWM, the part of the work in chapter two that deals with the Loop Scheme is closely

rclatedj1 In the Loop Scheme we need to consider a system of two coupled nonlinear

region. A region where SBS and four-wave mixing occur and one where Brillouin

amplifi cation takes place.

1.6 Conclusion and Objective of Thesis

As already mentioned there are number of stimulated scattering processes (i.e.

Raman, Rayleigh, Thermal) which compete with SBS but of these, long coherence

length SBS has a much higher gain in the time region of 1-10 ns and thus dominates.

Often though these processes occur in the presence of SBS and thus reducing the

amount of backscattered Brillouin light. The phase conjugation technique contained in

this thesis uses stimulated Brillouin scattering in the baclaward direction. Some of these

competing processes can also provide wavefront reversal but their wavelength shift is

larger than that of SBS.

The original idea for the transient theoretical model was born out of a necessity to

explain the experimental results and observations that are presented within this thesis. I

felt that an appropriate theory should include the temporal behaviour of SBS, a focusing

geometry and be initiated from noise. Initially a theoretical model was developed based

on the work of Dianov et al (see Chapter 2,rcference 2) with the extra improvement of
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including a focusing geometry. With the arrival of S. Afsharvahid into our research

group a collaboration started and a new theoretical model was quickly developed. This

model is presented in the Appendix 1 (The Nature of Intensity and Phase Modulations

in Stimulated Brillouin Scattering).

The presentation of the theoretical background in this chapter leads to the following

conclusions: SBS can be used to obtain OPC beams whose reflectivity and fidelity is

close to l00Yo; both reflectivity and fidelity maintain a high value even at intensities

many times that of the SBS threshold. As shown in the Appendix I the field phases may

not remain locked throughout the SBS process due to noise. The importance of these

concepts will become clearer through the discussion of the experimental results in the

following chapters.

The main emphasis of the thesis is the study of the SBS process although its

application to laser technology was also considered. Understanding of the process from

this work was applied by Martin O'Connor to the development of an improved laser

oscillator with an intracavity phase conjugating mirror.ó At the beginning of this work

there were no commercial devices utilising SBS phase conjugation and there was a

motivation to study OPC-SBS in order to finally develop a contmercial device. More

recently, in addition to a number of Russian companies selling this technology in their

lasers, a company in the U.S.A. has produced a Nd:YAG (MOPA) laser.a8 The phase

conjugate mirror has finally moved from the laboratory to the market place.

The overall objective of this research program is to demonstrate that optical phase

conjugation has regimes were the temporal fidelity (amplitude and phase) can be
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maintained in the SBS process. This is required, together with the correction of spatial

aberrations, in useful applications. The specific objectives are:

a) Characterise OPC under long coherence pumping for various focusing

geometries, and understand reasons for any bad performance in OPC-SBS

b) Characterise OPC with long coherence length pumping for laser pulses with fast

rise edge.

c) Characterise OPC with short coherence length pumping as well as aîy

competing phenomenathattake place during the SBS process.

In order to meet these specific objectives a series of experiments were designed and

performed. Each of the following chapters deals with each of these specific objectives.

In chapter two some of the properties of the spontaneous noise produced in a

Brillouin generator (which can effect the maximum attainable reflectivity and fidelity)

are experimentally investigated. The length of interaction necessary to produce good

returns is determined from a set of different focusing geometries. These experiments

raise issues and explore the fidelity in a Brillouin generator. The question as to 'why

does the fidelity occasionally degrade, under apparently good operating conditions?'

has now been answered.

Chapter three looks at fidelity under long coherence pumping conditions where the

leading edge of the input pulse, rises fast compared to the hypersound relaxation time of
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the medium. Chapter four examines fidelity for inputs of short coherence length and in

addition detailed observations of the behaviour of the medium are made.

Finally chapter five contains a summary of this works findings on SBS and

identifies those areas where further research is necessary.

Although optical phase conjugation is examined under various conditions, the

primary reason for this study is not aberration correction but rather temporal behaviour.

For this reason the use of any aberrators is minimum and it is only done to show that

OPC occurs.
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Chapter 2

Long Coherence OPC-SBS

2.I Introduction

Temporal intensity fluctuations on Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) retum

pulses have been reported in gases, liquids and solids.t'''' These fluctuations have been

attributed to the acoustic noise from which the SBS process initiates.2 Simultaneous

temporal variations in SBS reflectivity and phase fidelity have also been reported,a but

their origin was unresolved.

The objective of our work was to understand and establish design parameters for the

effective control of phase fidelity in Optical Phase Conjugation (OPC) by SBS, using a

pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The experimental approach relies on both time averaged and time

resolved measurements of all input and ouþut pulses during the SBS process.

Observations of SBS returns with intensity fluctuations similar to References 1-3 were

made under certain operating conditions. A reduction in the fidelity of the reconstructed

laser beam was also observed during these pulses.o 'With the aid of a heterodyne

detection system,3 we have observed time resolved phase jumps in coincidence with the

intensity fluctuations. These jumps in phase were observed even at high input energies,

up to 100 times above the SBS threshold value. Thus a correlation between reduction of
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fidelity and phase ju-ps has been established. These experimental findings support the

theoretical model predictions by V/andzura.t'u'We have found that the phase fluctuations

are a function of the interaction length and phonon relaxation time of the SBS cell,

similar to Gaeta et al.1

In addition we have investigated various geometries to reduce phase fluctuations,

including the triple pass four-wave mixing enhanced approach by Scott et al.8 The

results have been promising.

I shall present the latest experimental results from a variety of SBS geometries, to

determine an extended parameter regime in which SBS works reliably.

"Noise" in this study refers to spontaneously scattered light due to quantum

fluctuations in the response of the SBS medium (atomic, molecular, plasma)n.

2.2 Experimental Technique

This section describes the apparatus assembled and used to perform the

experiments, and the techniques employed to extract information from the

measurements.
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2.2.1 Laser

The laser used for the experiments in this section was a flash lamp pumped, Q-

switched multiple longitudinal mode Nd:YAG built by Spectra-Physics, that could also

have a single longitudinal mode output when injection seeded by a diode pumped,

single frequency Nd:YVOo laser. The laser output was linearly polarised at 1.064 pm

with a linewidth of 90 MHz. Substantial effort (i.e. alignment of oscillator and seeder to

obtain good near and far field) was placed into obtaining a good quality beam, as

diffraction effects can change the spatial intensity profile of pulsed solid-state lasers.lo

The two parameters that were considered for the improvement of the laser beams

quality were its divergence and its intensity profile at selected distances. The spatial

profile of the beam was supergaussian with a beam diameter (at llez) of 8.5 mm at a

near field distance of 1 m. The beam divergence (full angle) was - 0.2 mrad and the

pointing stability was better than 10 prad over an eight hour period (once the laser was

allowed one hour to reach thermal equilibrium). The M2 method for evaluating the beam

quality was not used as it was inappropriate for our time resolved studies. Instead the

power-in-the-bucket method was used (see section 2.2.5) since only two high

bandwidth measurement channels, were available. The pulse duration was 8 nsec full

width at half maximum although wider pulses (14 nsec) could also be obtained at the

cost of maximum pulse energy. The pulse energy could be delivered in a quasi-gaussian

temporal profile, and it could be varied by either changing the laser flash lamp voltage

or using a half-wave plate with polariser combination. The maximum Q-Switched

energy was 780 mJ per pulse with an pulse to pulse energy stability of 2o/o. The pulse

repetition frequency could be varied from 1 to 15 }Jz, but the laser was mostly operated

at either 4 or 10 Hz (due to thermal effects and computer acquisition limitations). A
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typical temporal profile of a laser pulse is shown in figure 2.2.t.1. The pulse shows a

smooth profile indicating single mode operation.
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2.2.2 Detectors

The design and assembly of the detection system had to provide for the time

coincident capture of all input and output pulses to the SBS cell. The captured

information included the beam energy, power variation in time and beam images. All

input laser beams and output beams from the SBS cell had their pulse shapes monitored

with silicon PIN photodiodes (Electro-Optics Technology ET2000) which have a rise

time of <200 psec and a cut off frequency of >1.75 GHz. Some high speed

photodetectors with a bandwidth o1>2.5 GHz were also made using InGaAs detectors

(EG&G C30617) in a positive bias circuit. Lengths of two meter UR67 coaxial cable

were used with N{ype connectors in order to maintain the high bandwidth of the

signals. In addition, high responsivity detectors were made using large area InGaAs

detectors (EG&G C30619). The temporal profiles of the pulses were recorded using

two, 1.86 GHz (3db frequency) transient digitizers (Tektronix SCD1000). The transient

digitízer traces were stored in a 486 computer via a GPIB interface (National

Instruments). For the pulse energy measurements a dual channel Joulemeter/Ratiometer

(Molectron JD2000) was used with calibrated pyroelectric energy heads (Molectron

J25). The energy readings were stored in a 486 computer via a RS-232 interface card.

The time integrated intensity profile of the pulses was imaged onto an asynchronously

triggered CCD video anay (Pulnix TM-620) attd recorded on a 486 computer with a

frame grabbing card (PC Vision+). All stored data in the 486 computer's memory could

be processed and printed on a laser printer (HP Laserj et 4L). The capture of data relied

on output tngger pulses from the Nd:YAG laser power supply. Figure 2.2.2.I gives a

schematic representation of the data acquisition system. The computer programs

required to run the above diagnostic systems were written using VisualBasic and C++.
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2.2.3 SBS Material

The liquid, Freon-1 13 (1,1,2-frchlorotrifluoroethane, CICFr-CC1'F), was selected as

the SBS medium due to its small optical absorption at 1.064 ¡rm, its good physical and

chemical propertieslt'tt when in contact with other materials, its good SBS reflectivityl3

and its low toxicity (safe for laboratory handling) when compared to the tetrachlorides

of group IV elements.t' It had been previously suggested by Pasmanik as an excellent

SBS material for 1.064 pm, and was in extensive use in many laboratories in the world

by 1990. The minimum purity of the Freon-l13 was specified by the manufacturer to be

99.8%.In practice the commercially available Freon contained floating particles which

were found to be detrimental to the SBS process and thus needed to be removed. A tall

multistage fractionating column was used to distil one litre of the Freon over a period of

two to three days. The distilled liquid was passed twice through a 0.2 ¡tm pore teflon

filter to remove any micro-particles. This distillation and filtering cycle was repeated

another two times before the Freon-113 was tested for scatter. A 70 mW He-Ne laser

beam was focused by a 150 mm focal length lens into the Freon container and the

amount of light scattered by particles in the liquid was visually observed in dark room

conditions. Figure 2.2.3.I indicates the difference in scattered light between the original

dirty liquid and the clean liquid. The original liquid showed a lot of scatter (specular

glow), where as the clean liquid showed a faint beam (soft glow) mostly near the focus.

A Carbon-l3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (\MR) spectra was measured in order to

identify any impurities within the clean Freon. These NMR scans showed no impurities

to be present to within 100 ppm resolution. Ideally, longer distillation times and finer

size filters should produce an even cleaner liquid. The clean Freon was placed into a

suitably cleaned cell for use (see below). The optical breakdown threshold of the liquid
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under laser pumping conditions now exceeded the maximum ouþut energy available

from the laser, thus eliminating any problems due to suspended particles. The reasons

the optical breakdown threshold was not measured as an intensity are a) as energy was

the parameter used to measure SBS threshold direct comparison needed to be made and

b) in the presence of self focusing it is difficult to measure as the focal spot diameter is

not known. Two other SBS media were also investigated: methanol (CH3OH) and

gaseous SFu at 22 atm. A mathematical analysis on the feasibility of methanol as an

SBS medium was carried out based on the work of reference 15. In practice, methanol

was a poor SBS medium probably due to the presence of hydrogen-containing

impurities and suspended particles which can increase absorption. The importance of

purifying organic liquids for use in SBS has been emphasised also by other researchers

who have applied similar distillation and filtering techniques't6'17

In order to characterise the new clean material the SBS gain was needed to be

measured. The measurement of the gain was based on a technique demonstrated by

Scott et all8 where the back-scattered light from a cell at energies below the SBS

threshold was detected. With the aid of an Newport Silicon avalanche photodiode and a

600 mm SBS cell the logarithm of the pulses peak value was obtained as a function of

pump intensity. The length of interaction was the length of the SBS celli.e 600mm. The

slope of the logarithm of the pulses peak against the pump intensity gave the value of

gL:0.360 where L was the length of the SBS cell. The SBS gain factor of the medium g

(small signal gain), was measured for Freon-l13 and was 0.0058 cm/IVfW which is in

excellent agreement with published values (reference 13 gives g:0.0062 cmA4W and

reference 19 gives 9:0.0055 cm/lvtV/). The quality of the liquid was thus established.
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Figure 2.2.3.1: Indicates the difference in scattered light bet'ween the original dirty

liquid (top) and the clean liquid (bottom)
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2.2.4 SBS Cells

A number of SBS cells was made out of Pyrex borosilicate glass. The cells were

tubular with a diameter of 50 mm and at each end, flat windows were fused on, which

were tilted by 5 to 10 degrees. The tilting of the windows on the cells was important in

avoiding backreflections which can cause parasitic behaviour in SBS or the laser during

operation. Both horizontal and vertical cells were made at lengths of 100, 200,400, and

600 mm. A number of smaller cells (10 to 50 mm) was also used. The vertical cells

were required for avoiding front window damage whenever there was shallow focusing

into the SBS medium. A PTFE þolytehafluoroetþlene or Teflon) plug was used to

seal the Freon-l13 in the cells. All glassware were initially cleaned and soaked for a day

using a pyrogenically negative cleaner (Pyroneg by Diversey). After a day the cells

were rinsed with de-ionised, de-mineralised, filtered water and were dried in a bio-clean

(sterilisation) furnace. The cells were rinsed with clean Freon before being filled and

then, the amount of scattered light was again checked with a He-Ne laser. The ambient

room temperature was kept at a steady value during the taking of measurements and

was not allowed to ever fall bellow 22'C or above 24"C.In this way thermal distortions

(refractive index changes) in the liquid were reduced. This was important when we had

long or multiple beam paths through the SBS cell.

The cells overall had a simple design, were inexpensive, convenient to use and did not

contaminate the liquid (e.g. Freon-l13).
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2.2.5 Experimental Layout and Techniques Used

A schematic of the experimental layout for the single pulse simultaneous monitoring

of laser and SBS reflectivity and fidelity is shown in figure 2.2.5.1. Both time integrated

and time resolved measurements of reflectivity and phase fidelity could be made by

using energy detectors and photodetectors respectively. The near field measurement of

the laser input and the SBS retum pulses gave the reflectivity for that shot.

Near Field SBS return
Reflectivity:@

SBS beam merit
Phase Fidelitv : 

-

Laser beam merit

The PC fidelity of the SBS backscattered beam was determined by using the power-

in-bucket technique.a'2t Here, the transmission of the SBS return pulse was measured

through a single diffraction limited pinhole located at the far field of a concave mirror.

The measurement of the pinhole transmission (T) relates to the beams wavefront. The

terms Fidelity and Phase Fidelity will share the same meaning for the rest of this thesis

(see section 1.4). Figure 2.2.5.2 gives a schematic of the near field and far field

diagnostic techniques.

(2.2.s.1)

(2.2.s.2)

(2.2.s.3)

where we define

. Far Field SBS power through pinhole
SBS beam merit :

and
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Figure 2.2.5.12 Diagram of the experimental layout for the pulse-to-pulse
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Laser beam merit - 
Far Field Laser power through pinhole

Near Field Laser power xTYo
(2.2.s.4)

Equations 2.2.5.3 and2.2.5.4 can be expressed in terms of TDL (i.e. Times Diffraction

Limited) Beam Quality by taking the square-root of their reciprocals. Therefore for the

SBS beam we have

BQs"s =
Near Field SBS return xTo/o

Far Field SBS return through pinhole '
(2.2.s.s)

where the value of BQr", is equal or greater than one.

A Fidelity of I corresponds to the exact reconstruction of the input laser beam's angular

divergence. Any Fidelity value that deviates from 1, indicates a reduction in the degree

of correlation between input and ouþut beams.

Using the energy-in-the-bucket method, a number of pinhole sizes were tested

before the selection was made using a 1.5 m focal length mirror. The far field in

absence of a pinhole was imaged by a microscope objective lensa onto a CCD camera to

assure the presence of a diffraction limited intensity distribution. This was the most

simple and practic al way out of several others2O'2r for measuring the laser OPC fidelity,

especially for obtaining time resolved data. The transmission percentage T, of each

pinhole was determined by measuring the far field energy with and without the pinhole.

It is well known that abeam with a top-hat spatial profile will produce an Airy-disk in

the far field. The central lobe of the Airy-disk contains about 85% of the beams energy.

The diffraction-limited angle (at which the first null of the Airy pattern occurs) for a

top-hat is 0 = 2A4X I D =305 prad and for a Gaussian 0 = 1.27)," I D =160 ¡rrad where
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D:8.5 mm, the beam diameter and î, is the laser wavelength 1.064 pm. The intensity

distribution of the near field was not a top-hat or a perfect Gaussian but was super-

gaussian (i.e. like a top-hat but with slightly rounded edges). A range of increasing

aperture diameters was used to measure the energy percentage into the far field aperture

and thus find the point of inflection (where the first Airy null occurs). The final selected

size of the pinhole resulted in a beam transmission of T-85%. The pinhole was 0.3 mm

in diameter and corresponded to theO x f :200 x 10-6 x 1.5 = 300 pm, where 0 is the

measured divergence angle of the laser beam and f is the minors focal length. The laser

had a measured beam quality better that 1.25 times diffraction limit.

The measure of the fidelity refers to the phase reproduction of a laser beam.

Although this method of phase fidelity does not measure the beams spatial amplitude

fidelity, it is important as it relates to a beams angular direction. There are other ways in

which fidelity can be measured''t'but this is the only practical one which could provide

both integrated and resolved temporal information.

The beam merit of the input laser beam was measured simultaneously with the SBS

beam merit. The laser beam merit had a value of 100% with less than lo/o variation from

pulse to pulse and over the whole energy range. Any laser pulses whose beam merit was

other than the above stated value were rejected as important information about the

process can be lost when reproducing poor input beams (i.e. the results can become

ambiguous when interpreting the fidelity). The SBS Phase Conjugate (PC) fidelity was

determined by taking the ratio of the SBS beam merit over the laser beam merit. The

monitoring of all input and output pulses guaranteed that no two bad beam merits could
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be divided to result to a seemingly good SBS PC fidelity. This insured that no false

results were attributed a high PC fidelity

The coherence length of the laser and the SBS return of most pulses (i.e. depending

on what experiment was ran) was measured using a modified Michelson

interferometer.2a The details of this diagnostic system are discussed in chapter four.

Based on the specific needs of the experiments other diagnostic systems were also used

from time to time such as Mach-Zehnder interferometers and Schlieren imaging" to

provide information on thermal effects or off-axis scattering'

The laser beam energy was set through a variable attenuator (combination of half-

ryave plate (Ll2) and thin-film polarising beam splitter) rather than varying the laser

flash-lamp voltage, as this caused changes to the beam through varying thermal lensing

on the YAG rods. The input laser pulse and the SBS return reflected/passed through a 5o

uncoated glass wedge beam splitter which provided the input to all the diagnostic

systems. The SBS retum was outcoupled (stopped from retuming into the laser) by the

placement of a quarter-wave plate ()ul4) in front of the SBS cell which in combination

with the thin-film polarising beam splitter appropriately changed the polarisation state

of the beam. To further avoid parasitic effects due to feedback into the laser, the SBS

cell was placed at least half a laser pulse width away. The outcoupled beam was

dumped into a box of bricks were it was absorbed and scattered. The laser input beam

was focused into the SBS cell with a lens which was placed against the front window of

the cell. Both aberrators (i.e distorted glass) and YAG dielectric mirrors could be

inserted in front of the cell and along the laser input beam path.
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Figure 2.2.5.3 shows the heterodyne beat experimental layout (used in section 2.3.3),

which was designed to compare the instantaneous phase of the SBS return with that of

the input laser. Here portions of the laser input pulse and the SBS return pulse

simultaneously arrive at a high speed detector after travelling two different paths but

with equal lengths. Part of the laser pulse is reflected by a mirror and acts as a

frequency reference, while the signal pulse (i.e. the SBS return) comes from the cell.

The two pulses although similar in their spatial and temporal profile have different

frequencies due to the SBS shift. This difference manifests itself as a beat frequency

when the two pulses are made to overlap temporally. The captured data were analysed

as follows: Since the data are composed of low and high frequencies functions, a FFT

(fast Fourier transform) was applied to subtract the low frequency, smoothly varying

function. The remainder high frequency function has a sinusoidal appearance. By

measuring the period of this function the beat frequency can be determined. This beat

frequency is the SBS frequency shift. By comparing this high frequency sinusoidal

signal function to a mathematical sine function of similar but fixed frequency, then any

changes in the phase of the former can be determined. The stability of the laser input

frequency during the pulse lifetime was determined by placing a mirror in front of the

SBS cell and moving it so the two pulses arrive at the detector at different times over

the pulse duration. Under these conditions no beating was observed. The laser pulse was

also mixed with the pulse that is transmitted through the SBS cell and still beating was

not found, which means that no other process but SBS is responsible for the phase

changes. The use of the laser pulse as a frequency reference was thus an appropriate

choice.
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Figure 2.2.5.32 Diagram shows the heterodyne beat detection system for the laser EL

and the SBS return ES pulses.

The Heterodyne Diagnostic System was calibrated with the aid of a sine-wave generator

(Rohde & Schwarz, Signal Generator, 5 kIIz-3.O GHz). A fixed amplitude sine-wave

was added through a T-connector to a smooth Gaussian-like laser pulse from a fast Si-

detector and the result was fed into the tranzient digitizers. The recorded signals were

anaþsed by the computer and the ouþut frequency and amplitude of the sine-wave was

compared to its input values. Figure 2.2.5.4 shows the attenuation in signal as a function

of frequency for the whole detection system. The measured output frequency

corresponded with the input frequency to within 5 M}Jz at the worst case (see figure

2.2.5.5). These calibrations showed that a phase measurement of better than nl25 in

accuracy could be obtained with the entire diagnostic system (hardware and software).

Throughout the study this accuracy was more than adequate for phase measurements (at

least 10x better than any of the phase changes that were analysed).
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As part of this study into the effects of noise on the Stokes phase, the simple lens

and SBS cell set-up was replaced by a more complicated cell (More explanations about

this set-up are given in section 2.3.5). The introduction of this set-up allows the

measurement of reflectivity and fidelity for the SBS process without any interference

from noise. Figure 2.2.5.6 shows the experimental geometry of the multipass SBS loop

with overlap at the foci. The SBS cell now has a confocal lens pair and tilted mirrors at

the front and the back window. The laser input beam enters the cell as in a single focus

SBS PC mirror but here is focused into the SBS cell a total of three times. The

transmitted beam is recollimated and backreflected so that it focuses into the cell in an

adjacent position to the first focus. This acts as an intermediate SBS amplifier. The

beam transmitted through the front window is again recollimated and backreflected so

that it focuses into the cell with the third focus overlapping the first. Brillouin four wave

mixing takes place at the overlap region. After the third focus the beam exits the cell

and is dumped. This more complex arrangement has the ability of phase locking the

phases of the pump and Stokes fields throughout the duration of the pump pulse.

Lens
SBS Cell

Transmitted
portion of
input beam

-l
Input Laser
Beam

Mirror

Mirror

Figure 2.2.5.6: Diagram shows the experimental geometry of the multipass SBS loop

with overlap of the first and third foci.
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2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Short Interaction Length

In this section the long coherence, temporal and spatial data are both presented and

discussed. With the experiment set up as discussed in the previous section, the

reflectivity of the SBS cell was measured as a function of the pump pulse energy in

multiples of SBS threshold. To calibrate the reflectivity, a l00o/o reflecting dielectric

mirror was also placed in front of the SBS cell. Typical results are presented in figure

2.3.1. The shape of the reflectivity curve with a steep rise which gradually approaches

unity compares well with other experimental26 and theoretical predictions (see figure

I.3.7). The SBS threshold energy for the 8 ns pump pulse was 3.0 mJ. Here the SBS

threshold energy is the total energy in the pump pulse at the point where the reflectivity

reaches the value oî 2%o (see figure 2.3.1). This corresponds to an instantaneous power

(i.e. PowerEnergy/time:3mJ/8ns:375Kv/) which is higher than the steady state value

for threshold power (i.e. P*".no,u:Cllng:(25x1.064mm)l(nx0.0058x10-8):146KV/).

The threshold is stated in terms of energy rather than power simply because that was the

measured parameter throughout the study. Similar reflectivity results have been

reported by others.lt'" The reflectivity in the saturation region does not approach unity

asymptotically as in the case of theoretical curves but it levels off. This may be due to

the very high intensities generated in the volume ahead of the focus which could cause

additional non-linear competing effects (i.e. nonlinear absorption, SHG, selÊfocusing
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Reflectivity vs input Energy/Threshold Energy
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Figure 2.3.1t Diagram shows the long coherence reflectivity of Freon-113 as a

function of input Energy/Threshold Energy ratio

and optical breakdown) that clamp the reflectivity. The experimental parameters for the

data in figure 2.3.1, include a long coherence length (> 3.0 m), a short length of

interaction (< 100 mm), a short Rayleigh range (< 2 mm) and a high purity liquid

(distilled and filtered Freon-l13). The reflectivity in the case of commercially available,

undistilled liquid (micro-particles and other substances) is shown in figure 2.3.2'

Although the curve maintains its characteristic shape, the maximum reflectivity is

reduced to below 50%.
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The SBS threshold in this case has also slightly increased. Also, for a pure liquid, no

optical breakdown was observed in this energy region, whereas with a contaminated

liquid, breakdown occurred about 40%o of the time at all energies. The importance of

using clean, pure liquids to avoid other undesirable competing nonlinear effects will

also be highlighted in section 4.3.

The corresponding Phase fidelity (as defined in equation 2.2.5.2) over the range of

pump pulse energies is presented in figure 2.3.3. Each of the points on the graph is the

average of 99 pulses, with the error bar representing the standard deviation of the

fidelity at that particular input energy. The measurements obtained here are in good

agreement with other published data,28'2e but were found to differ to the results of
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Ottusch et a1.30 for reasons to be discussed in chapter three. The monotonic rise to unity

above the SBS threshold was also a

Phase Fidetity vs input Energy/Threshold Energy
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Figure 2.3.32 Plot of long coherence phase fidelity of Freon-113 as a function of

input Energy/Threshold Energy ratio

characteristic of other studies'o'" in which the fidelity as function of input intensity was

made. The average value of fidelity is in the order of 90yo with a standard deviation of

less than 10%. This spread in fidelity continues well above threshold and probably

arises because of thermal effects, air currents, acoustic noise, slight pulse to pulse

variations in the laser pulse's rise time etc. This means that the pointing stability of the

Stokes beam relative to the laser can be slightly affected. Results of aberration

correction by phase conjugation in this study, have already been published,'2 (see

Appendix 5) showing typical laser beam spatial intensity patterns for an unabenated
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input beam, an abercated beam, and the phase conjugated SBS beam having passed back

through the aberrator. The aberrator was the distorted bottom of a glass beaker and was

used to show that OPC occurs. The experimental phase fidelity data compare

favourably with theoretical plots of phase conjugate beam fidelity F1(see figure 1.4.1)

as was defined by Zel'dovich et a1.33'34 Both the results for reflectivity and phase fidelity

are close to unity in spite of any competing effects that might be involved there. The

presented results contradict the findings of reference 35 and disagreed with the

supposition of Ottusch and Roclcrvell in reference 30, that the cause of the PC fidelity

instability is connected with a decrease of the spatial mode discrimination for above

SBS threshold. Although a reduction in PC fidelity can be connected with a decrease of

the spatial mode discrimination,'u was shown by Dane et al. (reference 31) and

confirmed in section 3.3 that this was not the case in their study'

An example of typical far field and near field traces for the laser input and SBS

return pulses with their corresponding time resolved Phase fidelity are presented in

figure 2.3.4. The error in the values of reflectivity and fidelity are due to quantisation

(i.e. intensity value of corresponding time bins) of the pulses and do not exceed 5.0%.

Here, it can be seen, that the high fidelity implies that the SBS return pulses reconstruct

the laser input pulses very closely.

2.3.2 Intensity Fluctuations

These excellent results were not observed under all operating conditions. A second

new regime \Mas investigated, which is characterised a long coherence length (> 3.0 m),

a
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long length of interaction (> 170 mm), a long Rayleigh range (2 mmto 22 mm ) and a

high purity liquid (distilled and filtered Freon-l13). The longer interaction length is the

major difference between this and the previous regime.Under these new conditions

intensity fluctuations were seen in about one out of ten (on average) SBS return pulses.

Near field fluctuations in SBS have previously been reported by others,t'"'" and

inferred to be due to stokes phase fluctuations but no direct experimental evidence as to

their origin had been given. The intensity fluctuation has a particular temporal shape

associated with it. Examples of intensity fluctuations in the SBS retum pulses are

presented in figure 2.3.5. The fluctuation starts with a decrease in intensity reaching a

minimum value and then it very quickly increases reaching a maximum followed by a

drop in intensity down to the normal expected value for that specific pulse. The shape of

the fluctuation resembles a dispersion curve. These fluctuations can occur anywhere

during the pulse (i.e. their occurrence is random in time). Figure 2.3.5 also shows

corresponding intensity fluctuations in the transmitted beam. By simultaneously

measuring the transmitted part of the input pulse through the SBS cell and the SBS

return, we have determined a one to one correspondence where for every decrease in

intensity in the SBS return there is a coffesponding increase in the transmitted beam.

Also for every increase in intensity in the SBS return there is a corresponding decrease

in the transmitted beam (i.e. Both SBS return and transmission fluctuations are time

coincident). Furthermore as canbe seen in figure 2.3.6, the intensity fluctuations can

vary in size from small to large and were found to be almost independent of the input

pulses energy (with the exception of very high energies where they are suppressed).

When observing intensity fluctuations in the near field of the SBS return,

corresponding phase fluctuations always occurred. Figure 2.3.7 gives examples of both
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far field (i.e. transmitted through pinhole) and near field pulses for the laser input and

SBS return. It can be clearly seen that although there are no intensity fluctuations in the

laser input pulses, there are intensity fluctuations in the SBS return. In fact the third

trace of the SBS return pulses shows the occurrence of more than one fluctuation.

Similar type of fluctuations in the far field have been reported by others.a The data of

figure 2.3.7 show that there is a correlation between the near field fluctuations and the

reduction of phase in the far field. Figure 2.3.8 shows the time resolved fidelity in the

presence of these fluctuations.

The near field fluctuating pulses observed in this study are qualitatively similar to

the amplified noise pulses seen by K. Ridley.3e In reference 39 the intensity fluctuations

of the noise pulses were interpreted as thermally excited acoustic fluctuations with

temporal variation on the timescale of the phonon relaxation lifetime. 'With increasing

laser input, the intensity of the spontaneously scattered Brillouin light in the medium is

amplified in the baclovards direction as it travels along the laser path. Furtherrnore,

oscillations on a Stokes temporal gain signal have been observedao when the Stokes

\Mave is detuned from resonance (resonance is determined by the conservation of energy

and momentum for the scattering process). These losses on the Stokes wave were

measuredoo in the transient regime and were interpreted as a slip of phase between the

Stokes and the driving force from the acoustic and pump waves. The reason suggested

for the loss of signal was that the acoustic wave persists over time scales comparable to

the duration of the input pulse. A theoretical study by Kummrowal also showed that

since SBS grows from noise, fluctuations in reflectance and fidelity as a function of the

changed Stokes seed phase can be obtained. Based on the above publications, the

intensity fluctuation effects in this experimental study, could take place only if the noise
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on which the SBS process relies, was to change phase and cause detuning from SBS

resonance during a pulse. One objective of this study was to confirm this by

experiments.
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2.3.3 Phase Changes

A closer examination of the origin of these intensity fluctuations used heterodyne

detection to measure the relative phase of the laser input and the SBS retum pulses. This

technique as suggested in reference 42 is a high-resolution frequency measurement

technique for small Brillouin shift changes. The experimental approach used here was

discussed in section 2.2.5. An example of data from this experimental study is shown in

figure 2.3.9. From these data information such as the Stokes phase, the SBS frequency

shift and the speed of the acoustic grating in the medium can be measured. From

published dataa3 the Brillouin shift for Freon-l13 at 1.064 ¡rm is 1.86 GHz. Since the 3

dB level for the bandwidth of the transient digitiser is also at 1.86 GHz, it was possible

to detect the beat frequency of the two pulses but with some attenuation in amplitude

(see Figure 2.2.5.4). Most other liquids (i.e. CClo) have aBrillouin shift of about 2.3 to

9.3 GHz,which makes the direct measurement of their frequency shift, difficult, from a

technical point of view. Detection of the shift in this study could be enhanced by

increasing the temperature of the liquid thus reducing the Brillouin shifta*'at but this

option was not practical for Freon-113, due to its low boiling point (47.6'C). Time

resolved measurements of beat frequency and phase were made from the heterodyne

beat signals as described in section2.2.5. Figure 2.3.10 presents data of a SBS return

whose beat frequency and phase are both steady with respect to the laser input pulse

over its pulse duration. The great majority of pulses fall under this category. The

Brillouin frequency shift, v" is given by the beat frequency and was measured here to

be, vo:1.8 + 0.08 GHz. This value is close to other published valuest''ot (e.g. vo:1.86

GHz) for Freon-113. Having measured the Brillouin frequency shift, other SBS

parameters can
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now be calculated. According to the classical steady state theory of SBS,a6 the speed of

the sound, v, in the medium can be calculated from the following relation:

(2.3.1)

v x704mls

Now having calculated v, the h¡.personic absorption can be obtainedaT from cr. :

ll(2vtr) where r,":0.72ns.a' From this expression the distance that the sound wave will

travel before it is absorbed, is about 1.0 ¡rm. This propagation is negligible for the

timescale of the scattering (v << c) andjustifies the elimination of the spatial variation

of sound from theoretical treatment (see section 1.3).

The pulses that showed intensity fluctuations also had phase jumps associated with

them. These phase jumps are presented in figure 2.3.1I to 2.3.13 together with a plot

(see figure 2.3.14) from a simple interpretive model which was used as an aid in

understanding of the behaviour of the beat frequency (see Appendix 2). Figures 2.3.11

and, 2.3.12 show a phase ju-p of - æ and - nl2 amplittsde. As can be seen in this data,

both positive and negative phase jumps took place and there were furtheÍnore observed

with apparently equal probability of occurrence. The amplitudes of the phase jumps

were not necessarily n or nl2 but varied in a random manner. The change in phase was

fast with a duration of about 2 to 4 phonon lifetimes. Phase jumps with less than a nl3

amplitude were not observed (even though they could be measured) and phase changes

of this order did not show an associated intensity fluctuation on the SBS retum. It was

observed that the intensity fluctuations on the SBS return were coffelated to the
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presence of the phase jumps and their amplitudes were directly related i.e. a n phase

jump produced alarger intensity fluctuation than a nl2 phasejump did. V/e know from

theory that phase and intensity of the Stokes wave are coupled. Thus the larger the

phase change, the greater is the intensity fluctuation. Similar phase jumps in SBS have

been measured in gases' and solids2'7. Although some phase changes in liquids have

been reportedot in a study of spectral structure of SBS in CClo, the absence of a stable

reference beam (the reference beam was reflected from a TiClo SBS mirror and was

presumed not to contribute to the phase changes) placed some doubt on the validity of

that investigation. The authors appear to have ignored that phase changes can take place

in both of the SBS returns from the two different liquids (i.e. CClo and TiClo) and can

not guarantee that the observed changes in the heterodyne signal are due to one (i.e.

CCl4) of the two liquids only. This present study does not have such problem, thus

providing accurate data on the phase changes in Freon-l13.

Similar effects (i.e. phase jumps) have already been predicteda' and observedto'tt for

stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). The Stokes intensity fluctuations and the phase

jumps are thought in these SRS studies to arise from the same underlying mechanism:

quantum-noise-driven temporal fluctuations of the Stokes field as it builds up from the

zero-point motion of the medium's molecular oscillators (or, equivalently, spontaneous

Raman scattering from the material). In SRS as the Stokes gain becomes saturated due

to the depletion of the pump field, the noise amplitude fluctuations, which determine the

statistical property of the Stokes pulse energy, are almost completely suppressed. By

contrast, the phase fluctuations, which induce shot-to-shot variations of the single-shot

Stokes spectrum, still grow in the region of high gain (pump depletion).
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Further to this effect, temporal instabilities and deterministic chaos arising from

counterpropagating laser beams in nonlinear-optical media were experimentally

examined in this study. The possibility of chaotic temporal fluctuations in the SBS

retum due to optical feedbacks2 and/or due to resonance detunings3 was discounted as no

periodicity or period-doublingsa on the SBS Stokes return was observed in this study.

All optical surfaces in this experimental study were appropriately tilted to avoid

feedback into the SBS cell. When intentionally imposing optical feedback during the

SBS process whereby the transmitted portion of the pump and/or the Stokes were

reflected back into the SBS interaction volume, then undesirable amplitude fluctuations

were produced on the Stokes ouþut. Thus feedback and chaos were eliminated as

sources of intensity fluctuation in our experiments.

Figures 2.3.13 and2.3.I4 also show examples of phase drifts, defined here as events

where the phase deviates from the original value in a smooth fashion only to return

again to its original value. Both the amplitude and duration of the phase drifts were

found to be random in character. Qualitatively similar fast and slow fluctuations on the

SBS return from liquids had been reported previously,tt but for broadband (4.5GHz)

pumping conditions. In our experiments the possibility of these phase changes being

due to absorption6 is unlikely because the distilled liquid (Freon-113) has very small

optical absorption,ss oc<3.3x10-7 cm-l and further, the phase change did not move

towards the start of the pulse when the input power was increased.

So far it can be said that changes in phase of the SBS return are associated with

fluctuations in intensity of the near field which in turn are associated with reduction of

the phase fidelity. The possibility of intensity fluctuations at the far field38 due to the
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finite phonon lifetime had been suggested by Chu et a1.5u The nature of those intensity

oscillations was based on a deterministic Stokes input and was not related to the noise

input. In referenc e 57 , it was reported that 2-D and 3-D computer models predicted

fluctuations in SBS reflectivity and conjugation fidelity to occur simultaneously with

jumps in the overall phase of the Stokes wave. However, this present study is the first

direct high resolution experimental measurement of fidelity reduction due to noise

initiated intensity fluctuations and phase jumps in SBS. This statement will be further

supported in a later section by the experimental results of the loop scheme which show

that SBS in the absence of noise does not produce phase ju-ps nor fidelity reductions.

Also it has been shown theoretically that the exclusion of noise from the SBS equations

does not produce phase jumps (see Appendix 1)'

2.3.4 Effect of Focusing Condition

The intensity fluctuations and corresponding phase jumps are consistent with the

theory discussed (see section 1.3), and are due to the acoustic noise which helps start

and maintain the SBS process. The strength of the intensity fluctuation for Il2 pulses at

four energy settings, was measured. The strength of the intensity. fluctuation at a given

energy, was defined as the intensity amplitude modulation measured from its depth to

its height, divided by the maximum intensity of the normal SBS retum pulse (in the

absence of a fluctuation). For two sets of lenses (100 mm and 300 mm focal length) and

interaction lengths of 100 and 400 mm respectively, the strength of intensity

fluctuations versus energy was measured as summarised in Table 2.3.1. Figure 2'3.15
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shows the scatter of the strength of intensity fluctuations for energies above -8X

threshold energy

Table 2.3.1t Strength of intensity fluctuations vs energy over threshold

The average value of the fluctuation strengths as well as the spread of values appear

to decrease as the energy is increased but less dramatically in the case of the longer

interaction length. This finding, is consistent with Dianov et al,z where the depth of

Stokes amplitude modulation decreased with increasing pump intensity but increased

with increasing interaction length.s8'se The number of fluctuations at low energies is

higher, because the range of phase change angles becomes widertn (i.e. the Stokes return

behaves as amplified noise and as such has a continuous random phase). The shape of

the fluctuation near threshold energy appears as a dip in the pulse intensity (see figure

2.3.6) but at higher energies it becomes naffower and acquires a characteristic shape

(see figure 2.3.5). Both findings of this work as well as those of other studies (e.g.

Dianov et al), show that the fluctuations in the SBS return tend to be suppressed at high

pump power/intensity at the saturation regime. Accurate measurements of intensity

fluctuations at SBS threshold and slightly above it were difficult to make as the SBS

Energy/Threshold
energy

8 16 22 26

Focal Length (100 mm),
Interaction Length (100
mm)

Strength of
intensity
fluctuations
(average value,Yo)

35.6 28.5 18.6 8.2

Focal Length (300 mm),
Interaction Length (400
mm)

Strength of
intensity
fluctuations
(average value, o/o)

37.8 37.6 32.8 30.2
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return is shorter (i.e. -2 nsec) than the input (i.e. -8 to 10 nsec), thus giving less of an

opportunity for detection.

Average Fluctuation Amplitude as %o of peak
vs

input Energy/Threshold Energy

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

E/Eth

Figure 2.3.152 Average Fluctuation Amplitude strength as o/o of peak amplitude

versus the ratio of input energy over threshold energy (for energies

above -8X threshold energY)'

It was observed during the experiments, that the different focal lengths caused either

a decrease or an increase in the occurrence of phase jumps. This prompted the

examination of focal length as a parameter affecting phase jumps. A set of lenses with

focal lengths varying from 50 mm to 1000 mm, were placed in front of a 600 mm SBS

cell. The distance between the lens and the front window of the cell was kept to a
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minimum. The input pulse energy was -120 times above SBS threshold. The

experimental parameters are presented in Table 2.3.2. The length of the SBS cell was a

limiting factor. The strength of intensity fluctuations was suppressed, (as also reported

in referenceT), for increased pump energy and short focal lengths.

Table 2.3.22 Strength of intensity fluctuations vs interaction length

One hundred sets of 16 sequential SBS return pulses (1600 pulses) were captured on

the transient digitiser for each focal length. From these pulses only those that had a

phase jnmp between nl2 and 7T were counted since only these appeared to produce an

intensity fluctuation. Furthermore, the ratio of the amplitude of the intensity fluctuation

over the average of the maximum intensity of the normal SBS retum pulses was

measured. From experimental results during this work and from the reported work of

Gaeta and Boydst'uo on SBS stochastic dynamics, it became clear that it was not the

focal length which was the most critical parameter but rather the length of interaction.

The length of interactiort,l,, is defined here to be the distance from the front window of

the SBS cell to the focal plane in the medium for the particular lens used (i.e the

immersion length). Alternatively, the time of propagation, r' is the time it takes the

Focal Length (rnm) 50 100 140 200 300 500 800 1000

Interaction Length (mm) 50 100 r40 200 300 s00 600 600

Strength of intensity

fluctuations (average

value,o/o)

0.0 0.0 0.0 5.8 7.0 9.5 t2.2 t2.r
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input laser pulse to go from the front window of the SBS cell to the focal plane in the

medium.

(2.3.2)

Also the phonon lifetime (phonon relaxation), xB, appeared to be an important

parameter in this case as well. In figure 2.3.16 the relative strength of the intensity

fluctuations was plotted against rolru. From this it can be seen that for values of rolru

less than one, the relative strength of the fluctuations is close to 0%o, whereas for values

larger than one the relative strength of the fluctuations increases'

Experimental results reported by others,6t have shown that, in the t/ro>I regime

there is a deviation in the Stokes amplitude that has a random nature from pulse to

pulse, (i.e. fluctuational Stokes return), and which also depends strongly on the

sharpness of the focusing and on the energy of the laser beam. Our own study showed

that in the regime of r/'c, <1 the time of propagation is shorter than the time of the

phonon relaxation on which the intensity fluctuations of the SBS retum take place.

Under this condition, it has been suggestedae that during the time that a intensity

fluctuation lasts, the amount of pump depletion caîvary noticeably, thus smoothing the

intensity fluctuations in the SBS return. Numerical results from our own theoretical

model of SBS

- -flL''p c
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Fluctuation Amplitude as 7o of peak vs rorrn
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Figure 2.3.162 Diagram shows the relative strength (amplitude %) of the intensity

fluctuations against tolt".

also support this behaviour.u' Therefore, both the amplitude fidelity and the phase

fidelity of the SBS return pulse depend on the geometrical and physical characteristics

of the Brillouin medium. In addition to this it has also been suggested in Reference 62

that the time of pulse propagation in the SBS medium should not greatly exceed t, for

the material, as strong pulse reshaping in the Stokes return in the form of pulse

compression can result.

Using the above information, experimental predictions can be made from our study.

'When rrlro:1, then t¡I63 mm for Freon-l13, with r"-0.74 nsec and n:1.36. This
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means that any lens whose focal length is longer than 163 mm will produce some phase

jumps on the SBS retum pulse in Freon. This result (as predicted) is shown in Figure

2.3.16.

The behaviour of the phase jumps measured in this study (seen in figures 2.3.15-16)

is qualitatively similar to the predictions of the theoretical mode163 in section 1.3 (see

Appendix 1). Our results show that an increase in fluctuation strength is observed by

decreasing energy or by increasing interaction length. The above mentioned results are

in qualitative agreement with reference 64 (see Appendix 4) where amplitude and phase

fluctuations in SBS were found to depend critically on the length of the interaction

region ("/r).Also, in other studies65'ó6 (SBS in optical fibers) it has been shown that

the value of the t,ho ratio affects the Stokes gain coefficient thus causing selective

amplification of the amplitude fluctuations to take place.

In order to test further the validity of this condition i.e. no phase jumps when

rohco<I, a set of lenses (from 50 to 500 mm focal length) were now placed some

distance in front of the SBS cell. The length of interaction, /, for each lens was restricted

to either half of its focal length or 80 mm, which ever distance was the smallest for that

lens. The experimental parameters are presented in Table 2.3.3. The input pulse energy

was -120 times above SBS threshold. The strength of intensity fluctuations in the

Stokes return had to be greater than2o/o in order to be counted. Lenses with longer focal

length at this energy caused optical breakdown to the cell window.
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Focal Length (mm) 50 100 t40 200 300 s00

Interaction Length (mm) 50 50 70 80 80 80

Strength of intensity

fluctuations (%)

0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 2.3.32 Strength of intensity fluctuations at decreased length of interaction for

1,lro<L condition.

The strength of the intensity fluctuations versus focal length, for the rrlr"<1, is zero

for all of the above lengths. The data show an absence of intensity fluctuations observed

as compare to table 2.3.2. The major difference here is in the reduction of the

interaction length in the SBS cell and the intensity at focus. In the case of the 500 mm

focal length lens some smooth intensity changes in the shape of the SBS return were

observed however. No satisfactory explanation could be given for these smooth changes

as they were not due to <r angle phase jumps. Here the intensity along the interaction

length is higher than in the previous cases and the distribution of the Stokes gain and

acoustic grating in different parts of the medium is altered due to the faster growth rate

in the Stokes vr'ave, thus possibly causing these smooth changes to take place.uT'ut

Therefore, it appears that :,lro is an important parameter as it holds the key to the

suppression of phase jumps.

A review of the published articles in which SBS amplitude or phase fluctuations

were reported, allows the construction of the following table.
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Material TJxo Reference Article No.

cclo t.2 I (Vasil'ev et al)

CCI, 1.6 38 (Bespalov et al)

CC1, t.2 48 Grokhin et al)

CCI" 3.8 64 (Moore et al)

Methanol r.9 4 (Munch et al)

N, @ 5.5 atm >1.5 3 (Mangir et al), (for 1.5mm

beam diameter)

Table 2.3.42 roh" data from articles with SBS fluctuations

The above data indicate that for rrl^c">l SBS fluctuations have already been

observed in these materials.

All of this work was concentrated on the temporal evolution/behaviour of the SBS

process. I suggest at this point that future work (i.e. experimental and theoretical)

relating to spatial effects/conditions should be undertaken as it would offer a more

precise picture of OPC-SBS. For instance, further insight could be obtained for figures

2.3.15-76 by examining the behaviour of SBS speckles that may be generated by the

process. Speckle patterns have spatial frequencies which depend on the focusing

geometry and since the SBS process starts from noise then a large number of spatial

frequencies can exist. The Stokes wave at the focal region is initially uncorrelated with

the laser input wave as the excited noise sources are independent in phase and

propagation. Therefore the SBS return beam can consist of a diverging speckle pattern

(i.e. non-phase conjugate return) if spatial frequencies other than these which

correspond to the laser input could receive gain (e.g. poorly defined far field). The

effects of excess spontaneous noise associated with the transverse modes of a gain-
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guided SRS amplifier have akeady been shown to induce beam-pointing fluctuations.un

As there is some theoretical similarity between SBS and SRS (SRS can be described as

the scattering of light from optical phonons), future work in this area could have a

significant implication in laser applications that utilise SBS cells.

During pumping but near the SBS threshold, some spontaneous scattering also takes

place in all directions but in a focusing geometry only those photons which are scattered

in the baclovard direction to that of the input beam would receive maximum

amplification and thus could cause Stokes phase jumps. The spontaneous noise can be

related to the mean number, z of phonons per mode of the acoustic field in Freon-l13'

Even for one mode the number of phonons is large:

1
n= (2.3.4)

.*p[ñu, lkr]-r

n =3,470 forT:300Kand vr:1.8 GHz

The more spatial modes in a laser beam, the higher will be the number of

spontaneous photons that are generated at the initiation of the SBS process. The number

of temporal modes in the volume is given by the product of the bandwidth, Acrr of the

thermal phonons and ro.7o The total number of spatial-temporal modes in practice, could

be large. The pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the SBS retum occur because many

independent modes can contribute to the Stokes emission, making it spatially andlot

temporally incoherent. In the case of stimulated Raman scattering a theory of spatial

and temporal coherence has already been developedTl which predicts pulse fluctuations'

More recent theoretical work for transient SBS using a zero-order approximation of the
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Maxwell wave equation has failed to include phase-mismatched terms.72 A

comprehensive SBS theory is still to be developed.

2.3.5 Loop Scheme

During this thesis work, it was reportedT3 that noise in SBS could be eliminated by

use of a loop scheme, originally designed to reduce threshold.s We immediately set out

to confirm the validity of this report, as it provides us with an extra tool to study the

effects of noise on SBS. Although the loop scheme was initially designed and applieds

with laser pulses with duration from 200 nsec to 1.0 psec, by contrast, in this

experiment only 8-10 nsec laser pulses were used. In studies by others,Ta similar

schemes have also been applied for the reduction of threshold in SBS using variable

pulse lengths from 15-100 nsec.

Since the source of all phase jumps is due to the spontaneous noise which helps start

the SBS process, an experiment was set up where the noise was replaced with an

imposed (simulated) acoustic grating at or near the far field.t'7''tt This set-up (based on

work of reference 8) was described in section 2.2.5, refer to figure 2.2.5.6. Scott et al in

reference 8, gave a very good theoretical and experimental description of the loop

geometry. In this scheme the laser input beam is looped so that it overlaps itself near the

focal plane where it writes an acoustic grating using four-wave mixing. Even though the

process starts from noise, the acoustic grating is rapidly amplified. The Stokes beam no

longer scatters from spontaneous noise but is directly seeded by the continuously

written acoustic grating. SBS can still take place and as an added benefit its threshold is
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also reduced (i.e. due to 4-wave mixing). As long as the looped (feedbacþ beam

intersects at the front of the focal region where the acoustic wave was strongest,

appreciable seeding would be generated.T6 For favourable operating conditions it is

important that the angle of intersection at the overlap region be small, since the amount

of the SBS shift relies on it, and that a long overlap is obtained between the crossing

beams for maximum gain conditions.Tt Figure 2.3.19 gives a tlpical example of the far

field and near field of the laser input and SBS return pulses. No phase jumps were

observed during the experiment under these operating conditions thus resulting in high

SBS fidelity. These findings agree with those of reference 78. Figure 2.3.20 presents an

example of the time resolved phase fidelity. This loop scheme was insensitive to the

rolrrratio. By blocking out the overlapping (feedback) beam the SBS process had only

noise to rely on for its start and maintenance, thus bringing about the return of the phase

jumps (i.e. became sensitive to the tolr"ratio), which in turn caused the reduction of the

PC fidelity.
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Figure 2.3.192 A typical example of the far field (left) and near field (righÐ of the

laser input (top) and SBS retum (bottom) pulses.
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2.4 CONCLUSION

The aim of this work was to resolve discrepancies in the literature and in the process

establish design parameters for high frdelity in OPC-SBS. Unlike what was reported by

others, no shot-to-shot fluctuations in the far-field fidelity were observed due to

operation in the saturated reflectivity regime alone. Rather, it was found that the careful

balance of SBS process parameters can assure high fidelity even in the saturated

reflectivity regime.

Use of long coherence length pulses alone in the OPC-SBS process does not

guarantee a high fidelity on every laser shot regardless of whether their energy is near

threshold or well above saturation. The thermal relaxations or spontaneous emissions

(noise) of the medium in an SBS cell play an important role in the initiation as well as

throughout the duration of the SBS process. This experimental investigation has shown

that the effects of noise are responsible for the intensity fluctuations, phase changes and

fidelity reduction of the SBS retum (Stokes backscattered radiation). These effects were

not observable under all types of SBS optical configurations, thus providing OPC-SBS

with a regime in which the process works reliably. At energies close to threshold the

SBS return can have up to I00% intensity fluctuations but as the energy in a pulse

increases then the fluctuations are reduced. Large intensity fluctuations can occasionally

be experienced even at the reflectivity saturation, gain depletion regime. The

suppression of fluctuations depends strongly on the ratio of the propagation time to that

of the phonon relaxation time in the medium. The smaller this ratio is, the larger the

suppression of these fluctuations becomes. By better understanding the various medium
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parameters and applying appropriate pumping geometries, this process will find a wider

commercial application.

This work has showed (or confirmed) that the appropriate choice of focusing

geometry or use of direct seeding can eliminate the presence of phase jumps and

intensity fluctuations which noise normally creates in OPC-SBS. The best performance

of OPC-SBS required the following conditions: high input energy, and short length of

interaction (i.e. immersion lengtþ. Although the loop scheme works well it is still

complex in its construction. Thus there is a real need for identiffing a stable operating

regime where a single, simple SBS cell works well. Al1of the experimental results have

been related wherever possible to the published results and findings of other

experimental and theoretical studies.

In an attempt to provide greater insight into the process of OPC-SBS, the results of

this work have been useful as a test to theory but could also serve as a guide for theory.

Experiments can only offer information about a restricted range of parameters in the

OPC-SBS process due to practical restrictions (e.g. laser source, SBS material). It is for

this reason that we have also undertaken a theoretical modelling approach which is

already providing useful information on the behaviour of the SBS process under various

focused geometries.
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Chapter 3

Sharp Rise Effects in OPC-SBS

3.1 Introduction

The dependence of the phase conjugate (PC) SBS fidelity on the input laser

pulse energy has been a source of great debate over the last 10 or more years. Two

camps were formed. The one claiming that their theoreticalt'2 and experimental3'a's

work showed PC fidelity to be high for increasing input energy. The other, also

based on their theoretical6'7 and experimentals'e work, showed PC fidelity to be

decreasing to low values for increasing input energy. The use of SBS in these and

many other studies has been towards the correction of rapidly varying aberration

(i.e. those encountered in laser amplifiers, resonators, atmosphere, etc), which raises

the question as to how fast the SBS process responds to temporally varying input

pulses.

In SBS the acoustic gtating's spatial structure is determined by the interference

pattern of the laser and Stokes fields. The acoustic grating contours the input laser

wavefront in a way that it retroreflects all the points on the input wavefront and thus

the scattered Stokes wavefront becomes an OPC return. The field of the acoustic
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gratingmaintains a phase which is fixed in relation to that of the input beam. When

the input wave-front changes slowly compared to the acoustic relaxation in the

nonlinear medium then good PC can be achieved. However, if the input wave were

to change its phasefront instantaneously by a large amount, then the acoustic grating

would have the wrong phase structure and a non-phase conjugate SBS return would

result. In reference 2 the temporal response of the grating was related to the damping

time of the hy,persound in the medium. The damping time creates a memory in the

SBS process which can cause a lag in the response time of the Stokes beam. Some

semi-analytical theoretical and experimental work,rO indicated, that the temporal

response of the SBS conjugation fidelity can be effected by input beam profiles

which change on timescales faster than the phonon lifetime. According to reference

11 if the duration of an input pulse is less or comparable to the SBS phonon lifetime

of the medium, then the material response time would produce observable transient

effects which create losses in the Stokes v/ave. The Stokes return can be treated as

the response to the system's interaction time determined from alarge intensity input

pulse.12,13 The impulse response for the undepleted pump case depends on the SBS

gain coefficient and the ratio of the pulse duration over the phonon relaxation time

ro. It has been reported6 that input pulses with widths smaller than the SBS phonon

relaxation time of the medium can result in poor phase conjugation. However,

medium reflectivity (501 15%) with qualitatively good (near field) fidelity SBS in a

rapid transient regime had been demonstratedta for pulse trains of 200 psec pulses at

I.064 pm. In that study though, close inspection revealed that the (near field) PC

fidelity was not perfect and other effects including optical breakdown, \Mere

assumed (but not proven) as possible explanations for its degradation. The above
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studies indicate the fast temporal changes of the input in relation to the phonon

relaxation time can result in poor Stokes returns and poor PC fidelity.

Reduction in PC has also been shown both experimentally and theoretically in

some studiesl5'16 to be due to multiphoton absorption effects. Competing scattering

mechanisms due to multiphoton absorption (i.e. stimulated temperature scattering)

were ruled out in our study as the measured frequency shift corresponded only to the

SBS shift.

Work done in the early 80's showed that the onset of SBS and its competing

processes (i.e. SRS, optical breakdown) is determined by the input pulse power and

the shape of its leading edgel7. Dudov et altT have shown experimentally that for

sharp rise pulses the pump power necessary to reach threshold for competing non-

linear effects can be achieved prior to the SBS threshold energy, thus suppressing

initially the development of the process. Thus competing processes can disturb the

initilisation of SBS. Also, recent results by C. Brent Dane et a1.18 indicate that the

lack of frdelity in reference 8 may be traceable to the rapid turn on of the laser pulse

even though the pulse width is larger than the SBS phonon relaxation time. This

explanation is consistent with the moving gain model proposed by J. Munch et al,re

for the lack of phase fidelity at short coherence lengths (where rapid transients are

also present). The fast turn-on can discriminate against the PC mode in favour of the

other non-PC modes that exist in the mediums noise field.s're A laser input pulse

with a fast leading edge could prevent the formation of an initial grating in the far

field resulting in fidelity fluctuations. The SBS retum, seeded by the non-PC modes

can be amplified and will deplete the input beam so that other modes remain below
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threshold. This can last throughout the duration of the input pulse (i.e. tens of

nanoseconds) thus resulting in a less than perfect Stokes retum. Additionally,

stimulated Raman scattering could become a problem.zo The question of the rate of

increase in an input leading edge, up to which good PC can still take place needs to

be studied.

The experiments reported in this chapter look closely at the effect that sharp rise

pulses have on the phase conjugation of the SBS process. The work was part of the

plan to resolve a controverst''t'" which existed at the commencement of this study

but was resolved by Dane et alrs during my thesis work. In this chapter we shall

declare what we did, which essentially confirm the findings of Dane et a1.18

3.2 Experimental Technique

The equipment and diagnostic tools used for this experiment are those described

in section 2.2.5 of the previous chapter. The coherence length diagnostics are

discussed in section 4.2.1 in the next chapter. The experimental setup is shown in

figure 3.2.1. The aim of the setup was to create a sharp rise input pulse and for this

purpose the SBS process itself was utilised. The laser beam is first directed into SBS

ce11-1 and it's the ouþut from this cell that is now used as the input beam to the SBS

cell-2.It is the input and output from SBS cell-2 that is under investigation in these

experiments. Both SBS cells rilere manufactured from 50 mm diameter glass tube,

with SBS cell-l being 600 mm long and SBS cell-2 being 400 mm long. The energy
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of the laser pulses was governed with a ì,"12 plate, plus polariser combination. The

output from SBS cell-l was coupled into the SBS cell-2 and the diagnostic

instruments (i.e. reflectivity, fidelity, coherence length and heterodyne), by using a

SBS cell-1
Freon- I I 3

Beam
Dump

Lens 100% Mirrors
7"14 Lens

)'"14

Polarisers
SBS Cell-2
Freon-1 13

Figure 3.2.12 Schematic diagram of experimental set-up for the generation of

sharp-rise pulses and for the pulse-to-pulse monitoring of laser

and SBS reflectivity and fidelitY.

)vl4 plate, plus polariser combination. Figure 3.2.2 gives a typical example of the

output pulses from the laser, SBS ce11-1 and SBS cell-2. By choosing both the lens

in front of SBS cell-l appropriately and the immersion of focus into the cells liquid

(e.g. long focal length lens with long immersion length), some pulse shaping could

be obtained due to pulse compression. Similar types of pulses (i.e. pulse compressed

at the front edge of the pulse) have been reported by others as well.22 Examples of

xl2

Nd:YAG Reflectivity
and Fidelity
Diagnostics

Coherence
Length

Diagnostics
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two tailored output pulses from SBS cell-l are shown in figure 3.2.3.It is the initial

spike on these pulses which was of interest. The round-trþ time (t 
" 
: 2nl, f c wherc

/, is the distance from the SBS cell entrance to the focal plane in the medium) of the

interaction region could be varied from 1 nsec to 5.5 nsecs. The leading edge spike

could be made to have a faster risetime by increasing the power of the input pulse. It

should be noted here that the compression of the input pulse is not complete but

rather is followed by a smooth pulse shape similar to that of the input pulse. The

reason for the incomplete compression is twofold. First, the round-trip time in the

SBS cell is too small for the compression of a 8-10 nsecond input pulse. Second, at

the higher input pulse powers the SBS process starts upstream of the focus thus

reducing the length of interaction and compressing only the front part of the input

pulse. For complete pulse compression the SBS amplifier-generator systems are best

suited. No finite-cell oscillations (the type predicted by Marburger et al in reference

23)were observed during the SBS process.

The measurement of the input and ouþut pulses from the SBS cell was used to

determine the reflectivity and fidelity for that pulse. The calculations were made

according to the following equations (see also section 2.2.5, equations 2.2.5.1-4):

Near Field SBS return energy
andReflectivity

Near Field Laser input energy '

SBS beam merit
Phase Fidelitv : 

-

- ---^^-J 
Laser beam merit

where we define

. Far Field beam return through pinhole
beam ment :

Near Field beam return xT%o
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Figure 3.2.3: Examples of tailored ouþut pulses from SBS ce11-1. Long

immersion length (top) and short immersion length (bottom).
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3.3 Results and Discussion

The set up for this experiment is as shown in section 3.2. The coherence length

throughout these measurements was maintained at - 3.3 m (this was measured with

a variable arm length Michelson interferometer). The only difference between these

input pulses and those used in the previous chapter, is that they have a fast leading

edge compared to the phonon relaxation time of the medium. The lasers pulse

repetition frequency was run at 4, l0 and 15 Hz. This parameter was not found to

have any effect on the collected results. The data presented and discussed in this

section were all obtained at a laser prf of 4Hz. The gaussian-like temporal pulse of

chapter two (fig 2.2.1), depending on its pulse energy had a leading edge rise time of

about 3-4 nsec. The measured reflectivity reached a value of 90Yo (frg 2.3.I) and the

corresponding phase fidelity was also 90% €rg2.3.3).In comparison the new sharp

rise input pulse had a leading edge rise time of 0.2 nsec. Two typical sequential

input pulses are shown in figure 3.3.1. These pulses have similar pulse width

(FWHM) at low energies and identical widths at high energies to the gaussian-like

pulses. Figure 3.3.2 show the experimentally measured near field (total pulse

energy) reflectivity of sharp rise input pulses versus input energy to threshold

energy for a Freon-l13 SBS cell. Input energies up to 86 times threshold were used

in this measurements. At each input energy setting there are 99 pulses showing the

average value and the standard deviation. This reflectivity compares well with figure

2.3.1 with the only exception that the variation is slightly larger. The time resolved

diagnostics showed that the SBS return pulse closely follows the input pulse except

near the transient onset where the intensity can overshoot. However, it was observed

that if the input pulse
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Figure 3.3.2: Diagram reflectivity of sharp rise input pulses versus input

energy to threshold energy for a Freon-l13 SBS cell

through appropriate choice of focusing geometry in SBS cell 1, was made to have a

sharp rise and a high intensity spike at the leading edge then optical breakdown

could be obtained in the SBS cell, thus reducing both reflectivity and fidelity.

The time integrated, phase fidelity is presented in figure 3.3.3, for input energies

up to 86 times threshold. Again, at each input energy setting there are 99 pulses

showing the average value and the standard deviation. Both the drop and variation of

the fidelity value are increased as the energy increases. This is in qualitative

agreement with the findings of C. Brent Dane et a1.18 for energies up to 17 times

threshold with a 90-atm N, SBS cell. The large pulse to pulse fluctuations are

attributed to the sharp rise input edge. The temporal shape difference between the

IIIlttttIIIIII
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slow rise pulses of chapter 2 andthe sharp rise pulses of this chapter, though large at

low input energy (especially near threshold) is extremely small at energies 80 times

that of threshold. In fact at high values, the input pulse energy only differs by about

few percent and the temporal shape of the pulses only differs at the very start.

Some low fidelity spatial data (transverse fidelity) is also presented in figure

3.3.4 from a set of sequential pulses. These pictures were captured with a CCD

cameÍa, which had its lens focused at the far field of the SBS retum beam. The

observed beams had a distorted spatial structure from pulse to pulse, their

divergence varied and they wondered about the location of the phase conjugate

beam. This combination of errors was seen also by C. Brent Dane et a118 and later

again in this study under short coherence SBS conditions. Similar observations were

made also in this present study with a SBS cell filled with SFu at 22-atrtwhich has a

r" of 16ns. All of these observations were in qualitative agteement with the findings

of unsteady (i.e. transient) SBS in reference 17 where the shape of the pump pulses

leading edge determined the onset of competing processes (i.e. SRS, optical

breakdown) to SBS.

In the work of Ottusch et al (reference 8) poor fidelity was observed in a gas (Nr at

90-atm) and a liquid (TiCl4) SBS medium for 35 nsec duration pulses at 1.06 pm.

Based on our results in chapter 2, the reduction of fidelity due to phase jumps can be

discounted since tr/ro<l in their study. Reference 18 also demonstrated poor fidelity

for a gas (N, with ro:16 nsec) when the pulse risetime is smaller than the phonon

relaxation time. The present study also demonstrated poor fidelity, over a larget

input energy range, for a liquid (C2CI3F3 with tr:0.74 nsec) and a gas (SFu at22-atm
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with tr: 16 nsec) when the pulse leading edge is sharp and the risetime is smaller

than the phonon relaxation time. Although in reference 8 "the majority of pump

pulses are transform limited", no accurate indication of the temporal profile and

coherence length was given and nor was the phase fidelity of these input pulses

monitored throughout the measurement of the SBS fidelity. These are both

important as the accurate measurement of the SBS fidelity depends on them. Further

from the personal communication between C. Brent Dane et al and D. A. Roc1ave1118

it become known that the laser used in reference 8 incorporated a SBS mirror,

which, would produce a sharp rise input pulse. All of these findings demonstrate the

importance that the input pulse leading edge has on PC fidelity and the attention that

needs to be placed in the design of systems with PC mirrors.

It is clear from the results of this study that the statement in reference 8 - "the PC

fidelity is best just above SBS threshold and becomes increasingly unstable as the

reflectivity becomes more saturated" - is not a generul statement but as shown, it

only holds true under a very specific condition.
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Figure 3.3.4: Pictures of some low fidelity spatial data.
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3.4 Conclusion

The response of the OPC-SBS process to input pulses with fast temporal

variations was investigated in this study.

Using pulses with sharp rise, -0.2 nsec risetime, good SBS reflectivity for

energies up to 86 times threshold was obtained but the corresponding PC fidelity

was bad. No reliable phase conjugation was obtained as the pump energy was

increased under these conditions. The long coherence length and relatively smooth

input pulses did not produce any competing phenomena such as optical breakdown

or Raman scattering. Thus these phenomena could not be attributed as the reason for

the poor PC fidelity. 'When a sharp rise and a high intensity spike was present on the

input pulse, only then, optical breakdown took place which resulted in bad PC

fidelity again. A solution to this problem may exist in reducing the wavelength to

visible or IJV. This could provide better PC fidelity as the phonon relaxation time

would be much reduced at those wavelengths (i.e. the smaller the phonon lifetime,

the faster is the response of the medium to the rapid changes in the laser field). So

what appears as a fast rise for the SBS process in one wavelength would be slower

at the other shorter wavelength.

The findings of this study support these of Dane et al (reference 18) in that

pulses with risetime faster than the medium's phonon relaxation time produce bad

OPC-SBS. It is clear that an increase in pulse energy is not a factor in the reduction

of PC SBS but ruther the temporal profile of the input pulse is responsible.
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Chapter 4

Short coherence effects

4.1 Introduction

Not all lasers are capable of operating efficiently with a long coherence length and

nor is it desirable in certain applications. The aim of the work covered in this section

was to understand and extend the operational range of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

Optical Phase Conjugate devices. Of specific interest is the use of SBS with short

coherence length pulses. Also of interest are ways of suppressing any phenomena (e.g.

Raman, optical breakdown, self-focusing) that compete with the OPC-SBS process.

Optical breakdown is one of these competing phenomena and its effect was observed

during short coherence experiments.

A brief literature review on short coherence (broadband) SBS will be presented

prior to our experimental investigation. It has been shown theoreticallyt and

experimentalltf that for coherence lengths longer than the interaction length, the SBS

process is independent of the input beam spectrum. Short coherence or broadband SBS

is defined by Valley3 as SBS excited by a pump in which the bandwidth exceeds the

sound decay rate or in which the pulse length is short compare to the sound decay time.

Broadband SBS depends on several important length and time scales such as, the input
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laser frequency, the coherence length (bandwidtþ, the pulse length, the Stokes

frequency shift, the medium sound decay rate and the SBS interaction length. All of

these parameters (considered simultaneously) can complicate the discussion of

Broadband SBS and thus an attempt will be made to separate them as much as possible.

In practice there are three frequency scales which are related to three spatial scales.

These include, the coherence length of the input laser (/,), the distance travelled by a

photon during the lifetime of the acoustic wave (/r) and the interaction length (/) for

SBS.4 A significant drop in reflectivity was observeda when lVl".For a collimated beam

in a transparent medium the length of interaction is equal to the length of the cell and

for a focused Gaussian beam, it is taken to be proportional to the Rayleigh range in the

medium. For PC-SBS, Munch et al.s have shown experimentally that the effective

interaction length at threshold is the shortest of the cell length, three times the

coherence length or five times the Rayleigh range. The PC-SBS fidelity was also

observeds to depend on the pump coherence length. There are also experimental

observationsu that at threshold the effective interaction length is not limited by the pump

coherence length to be approximately equal to 3l"btt could be up to 161". Under short

coherence conditions both the SBS reflectivityT and PC fidelitya have been found to be

less than those of single mode, long coherence length input.8 Good SBS conditions

require that l"be larger than l, or lu.s Most broadband lasers are also multimode and SBS

would be independent of the mode structure3'e if the spacing between the individual

laser modes is larger than the Brillouin linewidth and the bandwidth of each line results

in a coherence length l"that is much larger than the gain length lr:llGI",where G is the

SBS intensity gain and I, is the input laser intensity.lO Finally, good SBS for short

coherence inputs with multiple lines, requires the consideration and avoidance of
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competing effects such as nondegenerate four-wave mixing between lines and thermal

heating due to absorption in the medium.rl

The objective of this work is to characterise OPC with short coherence length

pumping as well as any competing phenomena that take place during the SBS process.

By obtaining the reflectivity and phase fidelity of SBS in the short coherence regime

and by observing (and understanding) the competing phenomena it is hoped that

techniques can be investigated that would lead to improved OPC-SBS through the

reduction or elimination of these detrimental effects.

In addition to the above, a novel interferometric method for the direct, real-time

measurement of the complete temporal coherence function of a pulsed laser is

presented. Michelson's interferometer is modified by replacing one mirror with an

inclined diffraction grating to observe interference fringes as a function of path length

difference on a single pulse.t' A computerised data acquisition method for coherence

length of the infrared beam is discussed.

4.2 Experimental Technique

The simultaneous measurement of input and output pulses provide a powerful

technique in probing the SBS process. This section describes the apparatus used to

perform the experiments and the techniques employed to extract information from the

measured scattering process.
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The equipment and diagnostic tools (i.e. laser, detectors, SBS material and cells)

used for this experiment are those described in section 2.2 of the long coherence

chapter (see figures 2.2.2.1-2.2.5.2). The ouþut energy of the laser pulses was

governed with a )vl2 plate, plus polariser combination. Figure 4.2.1 gives a typical

example of the output pulse from the laser. Similar types of pulses for SBS have

been used by other researchers as well. The measurement of reflectivity and fidelity

was made by obtaining time averaged near field and far field information on the

laser input and SBS retum beams. The reflectivity and fidelity for a SBS pulse were

again calculated according to the following equations (see also section 2.2.5,

equations 2.2.5.1-4):

Near Field SBS returnReflectivity:@, and

SBS beam merit
Phase Fidelitv : --Laser beam merit

where we define

. Far Field beam return through pinhole
beam ment :

Near Field beam return xTYo
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Figure 4.2.12 Plot gives a typical example of the ouþut pulses from the laser.
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4.2.1 Coherence Length Tool

In this, as in some other experiments, it is necessary to measure the complete

coherence function of a single laser pulse. Until recently, the only method available was

the holographic approach discussed in Reference.l3. In that approach, a hologram of an

inclined plane is recorded using the laser to be diagnosed. When the resulting hologram

is reconstructed, the intensity distribution of the resulting image of the inclined plane

can be used to determine the complete coherence properties of the laser on the single

laser pulse. Although this method works well, it is limited to parts of the spectrum

where holographic emulsions work, and it is neither convenient, nor real time, nor

suitable for modern experiments where lasers operate at high pulse repetition rates with

computeris ed data acquisition systems.

In this section, I shall discuss a novel approach which solves all the limitations of

the holographic method while retaining the fundamental measurement capability. As we

shall see, the new method is an interferometric method which records in digital form the

direct interference fringes for all path length differences on a single laser pulse, as well

as the transverse intensity distributions of the individual interfering beams. Although

the optical layout has many similarities with the holographic method of Reference. 13,

the new method differs significantly in its direct measurement of the fringe visibility as

opposed to the holographic method in which the coherence function was retrieved from

the brightness distribution of the reconstructed image.

The present experiments investigate the effect of short coherence lengths on SBS

using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.06pm and a pulse repetition rate of l0 Hz
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For short and intermediate values, the coherence length is rarely exactly reproduced

from pulse to pulse, due to the weak axial mode control employed. The present method

measures the complete coherence function for each laser pulse at infrared wavelengths.

There are other methods for measuring coherence length including the original

Michelson approach,la etalonsl5 and phase conjugate interferometers.r6 None of these

methods can yield the complete coherence function on a single laser pulse, and are only

suited for use on CW lasers where path lengths or etalon spacing can be scanned as a

function of time. An additional method often used for single pulses is the temporal

pulse shape, but this method is not reliable as discussed in Reference 13.

The temporal coherence function of a source is usually determined from an

observation of the visibility of the interference fringes formed as a function of path

length difference when two parts of the source are made to interfere with each other.ls

Thus, for two beams of intensity I, and I, interfering with each other with a path length

difference L,the normalised interference pattern I" (/) can yield the visibility V(l)

and hence the mutual coherence function of the two beam y p(Q from

11 +12 *ZyrrØJ[coslor
Ir tI,

I" (/) : 1+ V(/) coskx

I"(/) :

vY pU)\M
Il+12

(4.2.t.1)

(4.2.1.2)

with V(/) :
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where all intensities, are functions of the transverse coordinates (x,y), and k

describes the interference pattem in one dimension (fringes parallel to y axis in this

case).

This measurement is usually done for a continuous source by measuring V(/), It

and Ir, for different values of t in a Michelson interferometer. The challenge for a

pulsed source is to include all possible values of / in a single pulse. This was

accomplished in the holographic method by using a diffuse inclined plane. In an

interferometer an inclined specula reflector of good optical quality is needed, in order to

produce recognisable interferometric fringes. Small strips of mirrors placed at different

values of / could be used to produce a discontinuous sample of the coherence function.

A better method was chosen, making use of ablazed diffraction grating in a Littrow

mount. The grating is a high quality optical element which can produce interference

fringes observable with a CCD camera.

The concept is illustrated in Figure 4.2.1.I showing a Michelson interferometer with

the inclined grating in one arm. There is a line on the grating marked D, for which the

path lengths of the interferometer arms are equal. Excellent fringe visibility will result

from light reflected from this part of the grating. Light from other parts (E and F) on the

inclined grating will take shorter or longer times to reach the interference plane on the

CCD camera. The visibility of the interference fünges from these parts will therefore

depend on the coherence length of the laser. The instantaneous, complete coherence

fu¡ction can thus be observed as the visibility of the fünges along the grating as seen on
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Figure 4.2.1.1:Michelson interferometer with blazed diffraction grating as one

of the reflectors. The optical path lengths AB and AD are equal.

Interference produced from lines E and F corresponds to shorter

and longer path-length differences, respectively. 8.S., beam

splitter.
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the TV monitor for each pulse. This direct observation of the coherence function is

especially useful when adjusting intra-cavity etalons in the laser resonator to produce

intermediate coherence lengths. 'When permanent data is required, the computer can

grab and store the fünge pattern. Using appropriate masks to cover parts of the

reflectors, independent measurements of slices of the intensity distribution of each of

the interfering beams together with the interference pattern can be obtained on a single

frame. Cross-sectional intensity profiles of the interfering beams and the interference

pattern are obtained from columns of the digitised frame, and from this data the

complete coherence function can be calculated.

The grating used was 210 mm long with 600 lines per mm, and blazed at I7o. an

inclined plane that was as long as possible was needed to be placed along the beam, and

use was made of the fact that for the 90o groove shape often used on gratings, the

diffraction efficiency is high both at the blaze angle and its complement. The grating

was thus reversed and used with an angle of incidence of 73o as shown in Figure

4.2.1.1. A telescope was used to expand the beam to fill the grating. The closest and

furthest points on the grating along the direction of the laser beam were separated by

200 mm, allowing coherence lengths of up to 400 mm to be measured with the set-up

shown. The coherence length measurable in the system shown is limited by the length

of the grating but ways to overcome this limitation were also explored.
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4.2.2 Experimental Layout

The experimental set-up shown in figure 4.2.2.1 employed a delay technique to

attempt to improve the phase conjugation of short coherence length pulses. This method

was investigated as a possible means of reducing the high peak power of the input to the

SBS cell. Using a Mach-Zehnder configuration with a 50/50 beam splitter and three

mirrors, each beam's intensity was reduced to below the optical breakdown threshold.

In the initial part of the experimental set-up, the path length difference in the

interferometer was kept to less than I mm in order to avoid destructive interference. In

the final part of the experimental set-up, an optical delay was introduced in one of the

interferometer beams prior to recombining both beams within the SBS medium at the

conrmon focus. A 300 mm focal length lens was placed between theMach-Zehnder and

the Vertical SBS cell. The near field separation (NFS), is defined, as the ratio of the

separation distance between the centre of the two beams over the beam diameter. The

far field separation (FFS), is defined, as the ratio of the separation distance between the

centre of the two beams at far field over the spot diameter (here FFS:0, since the beams

were overlapped at the focus). The FFS was equal to zero throughout the experiment,

unless otherwise stated. The optical delay consisted of glass plates with appropriate

thickness. The purpose of the delay was to interlace the beating of the modes on the two

beams, which in simple practical terms is similar to interlacing the teeth of two combs.

In this way the peak power at the common focus is also reduced. The combined input

energy of the beams at the focus did not exceed 40 mJ in the 8 nsec FWHM pulses. The

SBS return of the combined pulses was sampled by reflectivity and fidelity diagnostics

similar to those described in section2.2.
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Figure 4.2.2.lzSchematic diagram of the Mach-Zehnder with optical delay

configuration for the amplitude splitting and recombining of

short coherence pules.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.I Coherence Length Measurement

In this section the short coherence, temporal and spatial dataare discussed. The laser

in standard operation (i.e. free-running mode) runs many longitudinal modes. The Q-

switched operation results in a pulse width of <10 ns, and a peak optical power of tens

of megawatts. The coherence length of these temporally short pulses was measured with

the aid of the modified Michelson CCD interferometer (see section 4.2). A typical

measurement of a short coherence-length fringe pattem is shown in figure 4.3.1.1. The

uneven intensity distribution is due to transverse variations in the intensity of the two

interfering beams, It (x,y) andI2 (x,y). By recording 11 and 12 sepatately, the mutual

coherence function T n(l) can still be obtained as discussed in the previous section.

This unevenness together with the high contrast of figure 4.3.1.1 tends to mask the

envelope of the interference fringes used for real time observation of the coherence

length, but on a real-time TV monitor, it was readily observable. Plots of the normalised

interference pattern, 1 + V(/) cos kx, for the data shown in figure 4.3.L1, are shown in

figure 4.3.1.2. In this figure, the envelope of the interference pattern is the mutual

coherence function, and the coherence length is defined as the path length difference

required to reduce the visibility by a factor of two as compared to the path matched

condition (see references 14,15). From figure 4.3.1.2 the coherence length of the

multimode pulse can be seen to be 17 mm. This length was very stable from pulse to

pulse by better than 1.0 mm. The noise and lack of symmetry of the fringes shown is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3.1.12 Typical interference patterns observed on the TV monitor: (a) long

coherence length, (b) short coherence length. The horizontal centre line on each figure

corresponds to path-matched interference. Above the centre line corresponds to shorter

paths (region E in figure 4.2.I.I), and below the centre line corresponds to longer paths.
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Figure 4.3.1.22 Plot of the normalised intensity distribution obtained from a single

column of the digitised frame showing the resulting fringe visibility as a function of

path-length difference along the grating for the interferograms shown in figure 4.3.I.1

(a) long coherence length, (b) short coherence length.
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believed due to imperfections in the normalising procedure, and variations in the

intensity from pulse to pulse. For our purposes, this is not considered a limitation, and

can be improved by recording all intensities required on each pulse, as suggested above,

and by improving the statistics by averaging adjacent pixel columns. More details

relevant to this diagnostic tool and its results can be found in the published article.

4.3.2 SBS Threshold

The purpose of this experiment was to see what effect does the choice of focal

length have on the SBS threshold. The behaviour of the SBS threshold power was

observed under short coherence conditions. The length of interaction /, was chosen to be

smaller than the coherence length /" of the input laser pulse. More reliable data were

expected to be collected under this condition as the SBS process responds better'

The input laser beam's intensity changes when it is focused into the SBS cell. For a

Gaussian beam of waist {Do, reduced from co(z) where

,'(")- r,'[t +(rl'^)']

and where zo is the RaYleigh range

(4.3.1)

zR =rc{oi l)'
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for an undepleted input beam the threshold intensity I,n val:ue over an effective

interaction length l, in amaterial of SBS gain g, satisfies the relationship

c -- I,ngrl

where C is a constant. The change of 1along z is thuss

(4.3.3)

(4.3.4)

(4.3.s)

(4.3.6)

c:8tf'' \")a" =wfllt* þ¡,-)']-'a,

C _2g"P,r run-,
l.

(t,1"^)

In this case, l,1z^ (the interaction length is shorter than the Rayleigh range),

therefore, tant (t, l, 
^) 

* l, f z 

^ 
as l, f z 

^ 
<<l

It can be seen from this that P,o æ z n '

This linear relationship between the threshold power and the Rayleigh range was

tested by placing a selection of lenses with focal lengths varying from 50 mm up to 500

mm. A small vertical SBS cell, filled with an appropriate amount of Freon-l13 (i.e. to

maintain a length of liquid that is smaller than the Rayleigh range used) was used in this

experiment. Figure 4.3.2.1 shows the experimentally obtained SBS threshold power

versus the Rayleigh range.
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Figure 4.3.2.1 SBS threshold power versus Rayleigh range for a short coherence

input beam (l¡17 mm).

The square of the correlation coefficient Ñ:0.9872 for a least squares fit shows a

good agreement between the theoretical derivation for P,, and experiment. The SBS

threshold power decreases as the Rayleigh range is reduced, or for that matter as the
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4.3.3 OPC

The main objective of this work was to determine how short coherence length limits

the usefulness of OPC by SBS. The experimental parameters for our data, include, a

laser input bandwidth of 18 GIJz, a long length of interaction ( 140 mm), a short

Rayleigh range (<2 mm) and a high purity liquid (distilled and filtered Freon-l13). As

the laser input beam bandwidth, Å(D": 18 GHz, exceeds the SBS sound decay rate in

the liquid, f :1.3 GHz, then these results fall under the broad-band SBS regime. With

the experiment set up as discussed in sections 2.2 and 4.2, the energy reflectivity of the
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SBS cell was measured against the pump pulse energy as a multiple of SBS threshold.

This data is presented in figure 4.3.3.1. The shape of the reflectivity curve with a steep

rise which gradually levels off. When comparing this to either the long coherence

reflectivity (figure 2.3.I) or the theoretical prediction (figure 1.3.7) the qualitative form

of the reflectivity is similar but with lower values. The measurements were done at the

Pulse repetition frequencies ol4}Jz and 15 IJ.z.In this data, as the reflectivity started to

rise above 40o/o at 4Hz, and 5Yo at I5Hz, optical breakdown took place everywhere

thereafter. The optical breakdown was erratic atthe lower energies but was present in
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Figure4.3.3.1: Diagram of short coherence reflectivity of Freon-113 as a

function of input Energy/Threshold Energy ratio for 4 Hz and 15

Hz pulse repetition frequency.
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every shot at the higher energies. The short coherence SBS threshold energy of the

Freon-113 SBS cell was 3.7 mJ,which as expected (for large bandwidth and multimode

beams the SBS gain is reduced)t7 was larger than that of the narrowband operation. It

has been shown in reference l7 that the SBS threshold depends on the ratio of the gain

length lr:llgJ, to the coherence length /", where g, is the SBS intensity gain and 1, is

the input laser intensity. Similar reflectivity values had also been reported by others (see

references 5, 6, 8, and 10).

In this experiment, at each input energy setting there are 99 pulses showing the

average value and the standard deviation. Unlike the long coherence reflectivity, the

data level oft bellow the 50olo value and the variation is large (about l0%).

Reflectivities of up to 62Tohave been reported by Carroll et a118 for a broadband (15

GHz) doubled (532 nm) Nd:YAG laser at input powers of 38 times the threshold. The

SBS gain has been shown in other studies to decrease rapidly with increasing input

pulse bandwidth, especially for bandwidths greater than 20 G}Jz.tn It has been shown

that effects competing with SBS such as stimulated Raman scattering, self-focusing and

optical heating depend on the input beam intensity.20 The onset of these competitive

processes is believed to be facilitated under short coherence pumping since their gain

can exceed that of SBS.e For instance, the SRS process has a response time in the order

of picoseconds and thus can respond to the intensity fluctuations of the multimode laser

pulse. This low reflectivities can also be due to the very high intensities in the

immediate focal volume which cause optical breakdown. The presence of optical

breakdown during SBS has been seen in many other studies.2l'22'23 The propagation

direction of optical breakdown generation has been shown'a to coincide with that of the

SBS and our observations agfee with this (i.e. starting at or in front of the focus and
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moving towards the cell entry window). For increased pulse repetition frequencies the

reflectivity was reduced further due to optical breakdown. For any new train of pulses

allowed to enter the SBS cell at pulse repetition frequency of 8-15 Hz only the first

pulse had ahigher reflectivity value. At these higher pulse repetition frequency the ion

disturbance (in the focal volume) left over from the previous pulse can lower the optical

breakdown threshold and thus affect the next incoming pulse.2s Correct choice of the

focusing geometry and pulse repetition frequency is important in avoiding competing

effects, as these results show. For instance, increasing the focal length in turn increases

the threshold energy of optical breakdown.'u On the other hand, reducing the focal

length increases the likelihood of breakdown as well helping in achieving significant

SBS reflectivity. This reflectivity improvement using a broadband input beam and

strong focusing was demonstrated in another study on26 organic liquids.2T

Some initial attempts to obtain OPC-SBS using Freon-113 that had not been

distilled or filtered were a failure (even with I Hz pulse repetition frequency). The

reflectivity in the case of contaminated liquid (micro-particles and other substances)

was overcome by large optical breakdown which had a lower threshold than the SBS

process. The burning of the contaminants most likely caused chemical reactions which

change the properties of the liquid. These chemical changes can produce an increase in

optical absorption, convection mixing, buming of new particles, and other effects. The

importance of using clean, pure, clean liquids was highlighted in this study as well as in

experimental studies by others.28

A number of other articles have presented good PC fidelity for broadband but only

at pump intensities close to threshold and short lengths on interaction.5'6 In fact, our
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SBS results are qualitatively closer to the 45-GHz linewidth pulses of reference 29.

There is good agreement between the two studies (i.e. ours and reference 29) as low

SBS reflectivity and PC fidelity were obtained in the short coherence length regime.

Although stable operation of the laser at intermediate bandwidths was not attempted, it

r¡¡as none the less possible to obtain few such pulses by momentarily blocking the

injection seeding system. These intermediate bandwidth pulses (with /" between 10 and

30 cm) had a substantially better temporal reproduction and higher SBS reflectivity than

the broad bandwidth pulses.

Figure 4.3.3.2 shows the phase fidelity over a range of pump pulse energy for our

18-GHz bandwidth pulses. The fidelity overall is very low, about l0o/o and has a large

variation. Clearly this set-up is not useful as a phase conjugator. Only near the threshold

is the average value of fidelity higher but there the variation is larger.

Large fluctuations and a decrease on the average value of PC fidelity for a

multimode pulse have been reported in a theoretical 3-D computer model by Litvak and

.Wagner.3o In addition, numerical modelling of SBS excited by a multiline pump has

shown that phase terms arising from ofÊresonant acoustic gratings may significantly

degrade conjugation fidelity for a laser with line separations up to the order of the sound

decay rate.3l Sidorovich" in his theoretical modelling showed that for laser bandwidth

values greater than twice that of the sound decay rate some small phase shift persists

between lines, until the lines are decoupled. These phase shifts are also intensity

dependent and thus may lead to a degradation of PC frdelity due to coherence loss (i.e.

due to phase relations between the contributions of different hypersonic gratings

produced by the interference of other pairs of spectral components of the exciting and
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Stokes radiation). Delays in the response of the phonon grating between different modes

result in a Stokes which also lags the input at arry time thus causing the fidelity to

reduce. Although there are no theoretical models that can provide a multimode SBS

code utilising wave optics to model both spatial and temporal coherence, none the less,

the above mentioned models provide some insight of the underlying mechanisms of

SBS.

Further, in our study, by placing a lens with a smaller focal length 50 mm (instead

of F100 mm) in front of the SBS cell, a six times improvement in fidelity was

achieved, but there the optical breakdown threshold was also reduced below the SBS

threshold value. This is in contrast to the SBS threshold for long coherence lengths,

where no optical breakdown was observed. These short coherence results are in

agreement with the experimental findings of reference 5. Three reasons for this

behaviour can be offered based on experimentally verified and theoretically modelled

information in other studies. First, the high intensity, can cause the seeding of the SBS

process to take place upstream from the focal region, thus failing to give a phase

conjugate return.a Second, the SBS gain is reduced due to the group velocity mismatch

(i.e. dispersion). Finally the temporal and spatial conjugation will be reduced when the

input beam has many independent temporal modes where each mode can have its own

spatial profile.3 Experimental results by O'Key and Osborne33 for input pulse

bandwidth(2 to 800 GHz) have yielded less than50Yo SBS reflectivities and poor spatial

beam quality (2 to 70 x diffraction limit).
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Figure 4.3.3.2: Diagram of short coherence Phase fidelity over the range of pump

pulse energy as a multiple of SBS threshold.

An example of the time resolved far field and near field of the laser input and SBS

return in the broad-band regime is shown in Figure 4.3.4.1. The temporal profile and

width of the SBS return pulse follow approximately that of the input pulse with any

temporal differences attributed to the transient SBS response, self-focusing, and

possibly other competing processes. The amount of energy that the SBS far field can

pass through the diffraction limited aperture is very small, due to the poor phase

conjugate nature of this regime. Study of the far field pulses showed that the SBS

fidelity has a temporal dependence. The reason for this may be that the input laser pulse

wavefront changes faster than the phonon lif'etime causing the SBS threshold to increase

and the OPC fidelity to reduce.34'3s'36 Also as discussed in chapter three, fast transient

effects can lead to further reductions in the fidelity. Figure 4.3.4.2 presents a typical

6040
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experimental example of the SBS retum's, spatial near field profile. In this figure the

SBS return has a smaller, distorted shape than either of its laser input or its long

coherence SBS return, and typically from shot to shot the SBS return changes position,

shape and size. In other words, the Stokes return was not the reconstructed/phase

conjugate of the input laser beam. Although, similar type of pattern formations in the

transverse field of multimode Stokes emission from SBS experiments have been

reported by others in the presence of feedback,3T precautions were taken in this study to

avoid operation in such spatially chaotic regime.

4.3.4 Optical Breakdown and Bubble Formation

During the collection of data for the previous experiments, it was noticed that

optical breakdown was prolific and some gas bubbles could be seen to rise to the top of

the SBS cell. It was decided that these phenomena be more closely observed as they

could interfere with the SBS process by reducing both reflectivity and fidelity.

There are two mechanisms that can cause optical breakdown, multiphoton ionisation

and avalanche ionisation. In multiphoton ionisation one or more electrons are freed

from the atom or molecule when the laser radiation is sufficiently intense. This can lead

to the formation of a high-temperature plasma due to ionisation of the medium. Plasmas

absorb optical radiation much more strongly than ordinary matter. The time to build an

absorbing plasma can be much shorter than 1 ns for multiphoton ionisation." The
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Figure 4.3.4.22 Picture presents a typical example of the spatial near field profile.
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plasmas can thus be rapidly heated by the laser beam to very high temperatures,

producing plasma expansion, an audible acoustic signature, a visible plasma emission

(visible spark) and cavitation."''n The plasma expansion can be much faster than the

speed of sound in the medium thus restricting the SBS gain region. In avalanche

ionisation one or more free electrons must already be present in the mediums focal

volume at the beginning of the pulse.oo If no electrons are initially present then

multiphoton ionisation is believ"6ao'ar to be important in creating the primary electrons

and so setting the stage for avalanche ionisation and optical breakdown. The process

requires that the rate of free-electron production exceeds the rate of loss due to

recombination and diffusion of electrons out of the mediums focal volume.ar The rise

time of avalanche breakdown depends on the initial electron concentration and the

avalanche amplification rate. Avalanche amplification in liquids is high as their density

of molecules is high and takes only a few tens of picoseconds until breakdown occurs.o'

Optical breakdown influences the effective interaction length which reduces the SBS

reflectivity.tn The observed (with the aid of a CCD camera) spatial extent of the plasmas

varied from tens of micrometers to few millimetres and multiple plasmas for a single

input pulse were not uncommon. The duration of the visible plasmas was measured

with a fast Si avalanche photodiode (Newport 877) and was found to exceed that of the

laser pulse and often, times of -1 ms were observed. 
'When the laser pulse repetition

frequency was increased to 15 Hz, a continuous presence of a "spark" was obtained

indicating that the duration of the plasma was equal to the interpulse time period of the

laser. The fidelity reduction observed in this study in the presence of optical breakdown

was mainly due to the beams cross section being partially or wholly blocked by the ion

enhanced optical absorption.'u These effects could be avoided if in SBS the acoustic

grating builds up faster than the plasma density. The back-reflection from the grating
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can reduce the focal intensity so that the avalanche amplification of carriers is stopped.a3

This accelerated build-up of the acoustic grating can be achieved by using sharp rise

input pulses.ao As discussed in chapter three, the sharp rise pulses would increase

reflectivity but unfortunately, decrease the SBS fidelity by favouring the amplification

of noise modes.ot'ou New chemical species can be created by dissociation due to optical

breakdown, causing a possible increase in optical absorption. In our study even after

long operating times (months) no increase in absorption or reduction in the performance

of the liquid was observed (i.e. when using long coherence pulses). Further, in reference

47, ithas been shown that the optical breakdown threshold of a SBS material is directly

proportional to the expression N'lt l(n' - 1) , where N is the atomic number density and

n is the refractive index.

The spectrum of the back scattered and the transmitted beam was also examined for

a long cell (600 mm) using a gratíng spectrometer. The back scattered light had a

wavelength of 1.064 ¡rm and no other wavelengths were seen. The transmitted light

through the cell had spectral light at 1.064 pm and 532 nrn. During optical breakdown a

broad spectrum of visible wavelengths was seen superimposed on the two lines. The

liquid does not normally exhibit second-order nonlinear optical effects (e.g. Second

Harmonic Generation, SHG) because even-order electric dipole coefficients are zero for

centrosymetric molecules.at Freon-l13 has an electric dipole moment which is close to

zeÍoon and as such it should be unsuitable for SHG but under the intense laser field it's

polarised sufficiently to cause the dipole moment to increase. Under this new condition

a very small amount of the transmitted light was frequency doubled. In spite of its

presence, SHG was not found to be an important competing process for broad-band

OPC-SBS in the way optical breakdown was.
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A visible plasma is not the only breakdown effect. Observation with a CCD camera

revealed two types of bubbles (differentiated by size and duration) being formed.

'Whenever optical breakdown (plasma formation with a visible flash and an audible

acoustic signature) took place, a cavitation bubble was detected. These were the larger

of the two types of bubbles and moved to the top of the cell. The lifetime of these

bubbles was in the order of microseconds to hundreds of milliseconds (as captured in

sequential image frame on the camera). Figure 4.3.4.3 shows the formation of such

bubbles which were captured with the aid of a Visible/Infrared CCD camera. Bubble

formation was observed at and above the SBS threshold energy. These bubbles are

initially created at or near the focus and then a series of other bubbles is created

sequentially towards the front of the cell resulting in a filamentary track. The time for

this process is equal to the pulse duration. The focus of the beam moves towards the

front of the cell creating bubbles in the process. This behaviour is most likely due to

self-focusing of the Q-switched YAG laser in the liquid since for our experimental

conditions the self- focusing threshold power is about 3 times above that for SBS.sO'5r

Absorption of the hypersonic wave is also known to heat the region in front of the focal

waist.52 Experiments in water by other groups, have shown that the bubble radius

initially expands at2600 m/s, reaching a radius of -400 pm after 200 ns.33

The second type of bubbles observed was much smaller in diameter and had a

longer lifetime within the focal volume. Figure 4.3.4.4 shows the cloud like formation

of such bubbles which are only seen here because they scatter IR light to the CCD

camera. These were produced near but below the SBS threshold energy. Their creation

could be by diffusion of gas into the oscillating cavitation bubble.53 The intensities that
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produced these bubbles were too weak to produce plasmas whose flash could be seen by

a naked eye and neither was an audible acoustic signature present. The plasmas which

produced these bubbles were obviously smaller, cooler and less dense than those which

give out a visible flash.54 Similar bubble formation has been reported in SBS work on

tropocollagen solutions55. Although the liquid used in our experiments was triple

distilled and filtered the possibility of impurities/particles smaller than 200 nm still

exists. The presence of impurities such as submicron particles in the SBS medium can

cause the creation of bubbles.56 As the particle absorbs radiation, it heats and begins to

conduct energy to the surrounding. The nucleation starts instantaneously as the surface

temperature exceeds the boiling temperature. A bubble of hot gas forming around the

plasma/ ionised hot particle represents a region of lower density and lower index of

refraction. I suspect that bubble creation may be enhanced during SBS as the

electrostrictive process can also create regions of lower density in the medium.

The following argument (based on literature) aims to show that sonoluminescence is

not responsible for the creation of the observed bubbles. The spontaneous growth of

bubbles has been showntt to depend on the radius of critical bubble (i.e. the minimum

radius bubble executing harmonic radial oscillations at its resonance frequency). By

assuming that the formation of critical nuclei causes the transition from Rayleigh

scattering to Mie scattering, then the radius of the nucleus can be estimated to be \:

I25 ttn ( \:1"/2æn where 7u: 1.064 pm and refractive index n: 1.36 ). Clouds of gas

bubbles have been reported in sonoluminescence studies.ss A literature review on the
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Figure 4.3.4.32 Picture presents a typical example of the formation of bubbles

which were captured with the aid of a CCD camera.
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Figure 4.3.4.42 Picture shows the cloud like formation of bubbles which are only

seen here because they scatter IR light to the CCD camera.
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subject of sonoluminescence and cavitation bubble dynamicsse has discounted this

effect from being present in this study as the driving acoustic frequency of 1.8 GHz is

well in excess of the frequency limit (-500 kHz) for parametric excitation on the surface

of a bubble.uo At 1.8 GHz a resonating bubble would need to have a radius of 1.5 nm,

which is too small for it to be abubble. length l",then better SBS returns should be

obtained.

4.3.5 Optical Breakdown Reduction

In this study, the primary competing process in broad-band SBS is known (as

discussed akeady in this section) and observed to be optical breakdown in the SBS cell,

which is encountered due to the combined effects of tightly focused beams (short

Rayleigh ranges) and the very high peak power due to the random temporal interference

of many axial laser modes. The reduction of optical breakdown by control of axial

modes in a Nd:YAG laser oscillator with an intracavity PC mirror has already been

demonstrated.u''u'Usually the reduction of optical breakdown has been achieved by the

use of longer focal length lenses in front of the SBS cell63 and by puriffing the SBS

medium. The set-up shown and described in section 4.2.2 (figure 4.2.2.1) employed a

delay technique to improve phase conjugation using short coherence length. This

method was investigated as a possible means of reducing the high peak power of the

input to the SBS cell. Some temporal smoothing of the pulse spikes is aimed for. The

near field separationwas NFS:I.8 diameters and the far fïeld separationwas FFS:O.

The alignment of the two beams was checked also under long coherence operation

where effective OPC by SBS was achieved (similar to other studies).r8'64 This short
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coherence, delay technique did not prove to be very successful. The only positive

outcome was a slight decrease in the optical breakdown. The observed SBS return was

accompanied by some optical breakdown, with temporally truncated pulses of reduced

reflectivity (compared to long coherence results) and with a mainly non-phase conjugate

return. Attempts to misalign the beams so that they overlap either in front or behind the

focal plane also failed to produce a phase conjugate return. The depth of focus in the

medium was also varied from the liquid surface to 55.0 mm with no significant

difference in fidelity and only a slight increase in reflectivity in the 5.0 to 15 mm depth

was obtained (here l5l"). The walk-off (degradation in pointing stability) in the SBS

return increased as the depth of focus increased. Some qualitative resemblance exist

between the above mentioned observations and the experimental observations of

reference 65 (where pulse truncation is achieved with the aid of SBS and optical

breakdown). No improvements were observed for OPC with short coherence length

laser pulses to date. The explanation for this, lie in the reasons given previously for the

single short coherence beam (e.g. competing effects). According to the theory in

reference 3, if the input laser coherence length is shorter than the gain length and if the

input power fluctuations are shorter in time than the phonon relaxation time, then the

SBS temporal reproduction is predicted to be bad. Further, if the input laser temporal

modes have associated with them more than one spatial variations and the mode spacing

is larger than the phonon relaxation rate, then the medium cannot respond to the fast

changes in the spatial pattem and thus the spatial conjugation is bad. In this specific

experimental study, no spatial filtering was applied to the laser input beam thus

allowing the presence of temporal spatial variations. Gordeev et a1.66 showed in their

study that under noncoherent SBS pumping, the frdelity was reduced due to selection of

the spatial-frequency spectrum and transformation of the spatial-angular structure of the
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beam. Other experimental studies6T'68 have also shown that a decreased spatial beam

quality causes an increase in the SBS threshold. Under these above mentioned

conditions, the broad-band gain is dramatically reduced due to group velocity mismatch

(i.e. due to dispersion between pump and Stokes) and thus the fidelity of phase

conjugation which is also linked to it, is also reduced (see reference 3, section III).

Therefore, even though this delay technique could offer a marginal improvement as

regardthe optical breakdown it fell short of improving the SBS-OPC process.
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4.4 Conclusion

OPC-SBS under very short coherence length was investigated as the final part of

this thesis.

As part of this study a novel interferometer was designed that enabled the

measurement and monitoring of the extent of the coherence length throughout the

experiment. Using components found in most modem optics laboratories, we have

assembled and demonstrated a simple diagnostic tool which can record the complete

coherence function of a single laser pulse. The method permits real time observations of

the whole visibility pattem, and is capable of producing near real time coherence

functions, limited by the speed and capacity of the computer frame grabber. The method

is useful over the whole range of visible and infrared wavelengths where CCD cameras

and other imaging affays function.

The SBS reflectivity for short coherence pulses was substantially reduced compared

to long coherence. The short coherence PC fidelity was found to decrease with

increasing energy. Although reduction of the interaction length can offer some relief,

the presence of optical breakdown takes that advantage away. Increasing the pulse

repetition frequency was also found to bring a reduction in both reflectivity and fidelity.

The high peak power in the input pulses was suspected to cause not only optical

breakdown but gas bubbles as well. The presence of other competing phenomena (e.g.

SHG, feedback) was also observed and their effect on SBS considered.
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An experiment was undertaken in which the effects of high peak power in SBS were

reduced somewhat but with no improvement in the PC fidelity. There is an indication

from this study and the other reviewed studies that temporal and spatial smoothing of

the input pulse could offer an improvement in reflectivity and PC fidelity. Provided that

any spatio-temporal changes in the input laser pulse are slower that the phonon

relaxation time of the medium and the length of interaction is smaller than the

coherence length, and competing phenomena such as optical breakdown are eliminated

through appropriate choice of geometry then good OPC-SBS could possibly be obtained

even in a reduced coherence length regime. Such regime would require further study for

a conclusion to be drawn.

OPC-SBS for laser pulses with bandwidths broader than the mediums Brillouin

bandwidth does not appear promising.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this final chapter the main achievements are re-iterated, and where appropriate, a

case is made for further investigation.

I believe that a logical assessment of SBS has been made in terms of physics and

that the beam fidelity in practical applications of OPC can be improved as a result of

this work. The OPC-SBS provides us with a versatile reflector which possesses many

useful properties.

In principle, close to one hundred percent conversion efficiency should be possible

in SBS, with a corresponding high fidelity beam output. In this work it was shown that

the Freon-113 SBS mirror can be used to obtain optical pulses with high reflectivity

(-90%) with high fidelity C90%) over a large input energy range. Both reflectivity and

fidelity could be limited, though, by parameters such as length of interaction, pulse

shape and pulse bandwidth. It is these limiting parameters which have been explored in

this work.

In chapter two, the simple lens focusing scheme (i.e. SBS generator) was

investigated in detail. The Stokes amplitude and phase fluctuations were attributed to

the noise from which the SBS process initiates. A correlation between degradation in
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OPC fidelity and SBS return phase jumps was confirmed for smoothly varying input

pulses with long coherence length (3.3 m). These phase jumps were found to reduce for

pulses with large input energy and small lengths of interaction, and thus a good regime

for OPC-SBS was established. Over the period of this work, other researchers were

reporting results of similar investigations and the general conclusion that noise can

effect the SBS process in a generator is now well established. Despite the progress there

are some areas which have received little attention and which may provide more

opportunities for further investigations. These are: a) the experimental verification of

the exact acoustic grating distribution along the interaction length for the purpose of

testing and developing accurate theoretical models; b) the measurement of reflectivity

and fidelity as a function of a large range of pump bandwidths rather than discrete

values which are spaced well apart, should provide useful operation limits; and c) the

use of bulk solid media (crystals, glasses) in OPC-SBS for incorporation into

commercial systems as they do not require high pressure vessels and are not harmful to

humans or environment. Certainly more work would be useful in the area of computer

modeling of the SBS process. Aside from these possible direction for research, the

simple lens focusing scheme has found application any many laboratories around the

world (i.e. TRW, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) and is routinely used in

MOPA configurations.

Chapter three described the dependence of the phase conjugate SBS fidelity on the

shape of the input pulse. It was shown that the fidelity is substantially reduced when

pulses with rise times shorter than the phonon lifetime are used, even if the coherence

length is long (3.3 m). This reduction was made more pronounced as the pulse energy

was increased. This effect can be thought of as the SBS systems response to an impulse
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(large signal). The results of this thesis also agreed with those of other researchers

which showed that in the SBS process, pump pulses with fast leading edges can

enhance modes other than the phase conjugate.

Chapter four described the problems encountered in the SBS process when pulses

with short coherence (<2 cm) are used. Besides the marked reduction in phase fidelity

(-10%) other competing phenomena were introduced, like, optical breakdown, cool

plasmas and bubbles, and even second harmonic generation. Based on these

observations a technique was investigated for the reduction of optical breakdown during

OPC-SBS but its success was only marginal. As an offspin of this work, a coherence

length measuring diagnostic tool was developed which assisted in determining the

coherence length during experiments. Overall, the SBS fidelity was tested under

parameter regimes that could either degrade or improve it. This third regime of pumping

(i.e. short coherence) produced the most problems and the worst results. To date a

theoretical model for the numerical study of broadband transient SBS which takes

focusing into account has not been developed.

There are a number of requirements which the input laser pulse must meet for the

efficient production of OPC-SBS. It must not be too short, or there will be insufficient

time to reach the steady state gain. If the pulse duration is less than the phonon lifetime,

higher powers are required to obtain the same gain, and competing nonlinear processes

such as optical breakdown and second harmonic generation aro encountered. The

leading edge of the input must not be to sharp compared to the phonon lifetime. The

time of interaction should not exceed the phonon lifetime as phase jumps can occur in

the SBS return (i.e. small immersion lengths are more desirable). Also the bandwidth of
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the pulse should not be too great as to exceed the mediums SBS bandwidth. It was

observed that a limit is generally reached when the coherence length of the beam

becomes shorted than the interaction length. The polarisation of the pump should be

well defined (i.e. linear or circular) as depolarised laser light will not be completely

phase conjugated. Further, the SBS medium should be clean of any contaminants.

Finally, even if all of the above conditions and more are met the SBS process will still

not behave as a perfect phase conjugate mirror since the reflectivity can only approach

unity but not reach it.

Provided the above mentioned requirements are met, then the SBS mirror becomes

an inexpensive, high energy, phase conjugate reflector which is also capable of spectral

filtering (i.e. eliminating ASE). Surely as the application of laser technology grows then

the phase conjugate properties of SBS will play apart in those growing applications.

The findings from this thesis have already been applied to the theoretical

development of a pump depleted, noise initiated, transient SBS numerical model that

predicts the experimentally observed stochastic behaviour and has partly helped in the

development work of a Nd:YAG Q-switched SBS oscillator through the better

understanding of optical breakdown.
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Abstract

The nature of SBS temporal modulations for a focused beam in a finite-length

cell with homogeneous medium is examined numerically. The finite phonon

lifetime produces deterministic oscillations at the threshold while the inclu-

sion of the random noise as an initiation source of SBS leads to stochastic

fluctuations in Stokes intensity and phase. A unified study of both modu-

lations under different parameters is presented. The results indicate a large

useful parameter space for excellent Stokes beam quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) has been widely investigated

because of its importance in optical phase conjugation [1,2], pulse compression [3,4] and

beam combination [5-7]. SBS is a non-linear process where energy is exchanged from the

laser beam to the Stokes beam through an interaction with a sound vrr'ave. When used in an

*shahraam@physics. adelaide.edu.au

tcurrent address is: DSTO, Salisbury SA 5108, Australia
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opticai element, SBS is usually deployed either as an amplifier with an externally applied

Stokes field, or as an SBS generator. The theory of SBS amplifiers is simpler than that of

SBS generators since the Stokes field is externally applied. Whereas the analysis of SBS

generators requires the inclusion of the thermal density fluctuations of the medium as the

source for the initiation of the process. This stochastic initiation of SBS leads to fluctuations

in the Stokes field's amplitude and phase [1,8-12]. These fluctuations are important in

practical applications since they reduce the coherence length of the scattered beam [13]

and have been observed to reduce the temporal and spatial fidelity of the SBS process

[14-17]. Early experimental observations of the presence of phase jumps and amplitude

fluctuations in SBS were reported in 1980 [18-20]. More recent theoretical and experimental

investigations of these fluctuations in optical fibers have been made by Dianov et al. [9],

Gaeta and Boyd [11] and Kuzin et al [21]. Their investigations showed that large scale

fluctuations in the Stokes intensity occur when the transit time through the interaction

region is much greater than the phonon lifetime. Intensity and phase fluctuations have been

investigated experimentally also for short interaction lengths typical of a focused geometry

1I5,73,12,L6]. Simultaneous fluctuations in the Stokes amplitude and beam quality have been

observed [15] as have actual variation in the phase of the Stokes beam, measured directly

by heterodyne detection [13]. In addition, the effect on these simultaneous fluctuations of

experimental parameters such as the interaction length and input energy have been reported

[12,16]. Numerical models have also shown simultaneous occurrence of jumps in the Stokes

phase and fluctuations in the Stokes reflectivity and fidelity [8,14]. Similar fluctuations ï,r'ere

also predicted 122,,231and observed 124,25] in stimulated Raman scattering and recognised

as solitons.

Most published theoretical studies of SBS have dealt with SBS amplifiers or generators

in the undepleted or steady state regime where the Stokes rvvave was either applied externally

or initiated inside the medium from a constant or localised source. In this paper we present

for the first time a single unified theoretical approach to SBS in a focused cell geometry, for

the transient and depieted regimes while seeded from distributed random noise typical of
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most practical applications. We have developed a numerical model to examine in detail how

the scattered Stokes beam is initiated from noise and propagated through the medium, and

what parameters affect its amplitude and phase modulation. We use a Gaussian random

noise distribution [9,11] (both in space and time) as a source for the SBS process in order

to simulate the actual thermal fluctuations in the density of the medium.

Our model predicts two kinds of amplitude modulation: a) deterministic relaxation os-

cillations at the threshold due to finite phonon lifetime and b) stochastic fluctuations caused

by the random noise source. A new extensive examination of the behaviour of the determin-

istic oscillations includes the following parameters: phonon lifetime, focal length, immersion

length and input energy and reveals under what parameter regimes these osciliations result

in a pulse-compressed Stokes beam. This is followed by the study of stochastic fluctuations

and their dependence on parameters such as phonon lifetime, immersion length, input en-

ergy and pulse duration. Although many authors identify these fluctuations as being due

to phase jumps, our model shows that phase and intensity fluctuations are coupled via the

nonlinear interaction, and thus occur simultaneously, denying the existence of a causal re-

lationship to the phenomenon. This was determined by tracing the fluctuations back to

the time of initiation. The parameter regime required for achieving excellent beam quality

(amplitude and phase fidelity) is evaluated.

II. THEORY:

The equations describing the SBS process are derived from Maxwell's equations for the

electric fields and Navier-Stokes equation for the acoustic field inside the material. Writing

the electric and acoustic fields as [26]:

t o : 
t 
l*,(z, t) ¿i 

(' ot + * p') * ú iQ,, t) e- i (' nt+ kn ù 
1

t" : 
f,W "(2,,t)si('"t-t'"ò I úî(r,t)e-i('"t-tc"z)1

to : 
TN o(z,t)ei('nt+tcq") * úiQ,t)e-i('øt+kø")1

3

(1)



(where Eo, E" and En are the pump, Stokes and the acoustic fields respectively), neglect-

ing the transverse fields variations and using the slowly varying envelope approximation, the

following coupled \/ave equations can be derived [27].

A n0
)Vo: ig1{tr.Ùt"

)ü" : -isñ[ú,

)Vo : -ig2ÚrÚ!

Here 91 and. g2are coupling coefficients, f is the damping rate (i.e. f : : where r is
2r

the phonon lifetime of the medium) and n is the refractive index of the medium.

In order to find the equations for the amplitudes and the phases of the frelds we write

the complex amplitudes \[, (where þ : p¡s, q) as:

iú A -ióp

where A, and þ, are real functions. Substituting the new definition into the above equations

results in a set of six coupled differential equations :

(

ðz cït
A nð__J-__
ðz' c\t

{ft+r

(2)

(3d)

(3u)

(3b)

(3")

,€l-t

& -î*lo,: -stsin(/o - ó" - óo)AnA"

.A n0
( U + ; ÐO" 

: e1 sin(/" I Óq - Ór)AoA,

f* * t)Aq : s2sin(g" -r óq - 6o)A"Ao * fr

,A nA,, /t t trAnA"(ã; - ; Ðó, : -stcos(/o - ó" - ó,)':T
,A nA,, .AnAo
I U + ; A)Q" 

: 91 cos(ø" * Öø - Óòi:

fftlOr: s2cos($" I Ó, - Ór)ff * t'

(3")

(3f)

To represent the noise initiation of the SBS process, we have added two Langevin forces

fi and /2, with spatial and temporal Gaussian distributions [11]. Both fi and f2 are ó

correlated functions in the sense that
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Ur(',ÐfîQ' ,ú')) : Q6(, - z')6(t - t')

where Q is given by [10]

Here k is the Boltzman constant, 7 is the temperature, po is mean density, u is the

velocity of sound in the material and A is the cross sectional area of the interaction region.

For the phase locked condition (i.e. sin(/" -l Óq - Óo) :1) and the steady state regime

of SBS (i.e ignorin g ul 
ftA,r), 

equation (3b) can be written as:

fto": 
n#oio, (4)

which has a solution of A": A"o""V(+,a?lo*^) valid near threshold and without pump

depletion. This leads directly to the usual expression for the steady state gain, given by G :

glpl¿^^, where 1o is the input pump intensity, I¿** is the active medium immersion length

and g : gúzl-L.

Some authors (e.g. 128,291 ) have used the phase locked condition for which SBS has

the highest gain, i.e. óo - ó" - ó, : i. When SBS starts from noise, a random noise

distribution of þo - ó" - /o is initially present. But as the phase-locked waves, (those with

óo - ó" - óq: i),huu. the highest gain in the medium, they suppress other Stokes \/aves

with unlocked-phases. By applying this condition to the equations (3), they are simplified

to a set of three real coupled equations for the amplitudes. However, in order to explain the

experimental observation of the simultaneous occurrence of intensity fluctuations and phase

jumps [13], we have retained the complex equations since this is the only way that the phase

of the Stokes field can be coupled to its intensity.

The equations (3) are nonlinear due to the terms sin(/" t óq - óò ot cos(/, - ó" - óò.

Although the behaviour of the fields and their phases is seen better by these equations,

and we use them whenever we want to provide a qualitative explanation, solutions of the

equations require that we rewrite them for the real and imaginary parts of the fields. Using
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ü¡,: Wp+ivp,

the equations for the real and imaginary parts of the fields are

& - î*¡r, : -s1(wnv" + vnw")

f* * 2*¡*, : tt(woq - vow,)

t* * r)Wo : -sz(WpV" - VoW,) + /,

&-i*lr: sl(wqw"-u,v)

t* * i*v" : - s1(wow.p + u,v,)

(5)

a

0t
+ l)V, : -gz(WoW" + V V") + fz

The focusing geometry required for simulation of experiments is introduced using an

approach similar to Menzel and Eichler [30]. Although, SBS is primarily used to compensate

for optical aberrations, we have chosen not to include spatial aberrations in this treatment,

but concentrate entirely on temporal fluctuations or "temporal fidelity" of the Stokes beam.

This is important, because iack of temporal fidelity leads to degradation of the Stokes return

and hence a reduction in average reflectivity and efficiency of a phase conjugated laser system

[14-16]. We are thus using spatially unaberrated Gaussian beams for both pump and Stokes

fields, and we have made the further approximation that both these fields have the same

Gaussian beam parameters (see figure 1):

,"(,):,3 lr * l(' ,íl)^l'l .*" 
L'- \ raln ) )'

where øo is the radius at the waist of the beam, ) is the wavelength and n is the appropriate

index of refraction as a function of z. This is a reasonable approximation in an efficient

phase conjugating system where the fields are well above threshold and is justified by ex-

perimental results showing that the beam quality and divergence of the Stokes beam are

indistinguishable from those of the pump beam when well above threshold. For an unaber-
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rated beam this is only an approximation but is justified in our case where we concentrate

on the temporal fidelity only.

As a result, the pump and Stokes intensities,, Io: W; +V; or 1" : W: +V"2, are

changing not only because of the nonlinear interaction with the material but also because

of the change in area of the beams. Keeping in mind that for a Gaussian beam the electric

field amplitude has a a(z) inthe denominator, we add W' A V' A
- ,Ø a, u\z) or - ,Ø ar'Q) ro

the right hand side of equations for W, or W (, - p or s) to represent the change in the

intensity due to focussing geometry [30]. Defining

V' : Y'" : Y;- *iLa(z)- a(z) "r(")
Ú', : w) +;vj

and hence,

w
V:

- ,(r)'

it can bè easily seen that lt;l' : lü,1' t ,'(r) is the local power of the pump or the Stokes

fields. Addins -+! uQ) or --W 
a

- u(z) öz \ , ,fi 6"rQ) to the right hand side of equations for W,

or W ( i.e. equations (5)) and rewriting these equations for prime fields, we find:

A nô
0z
a

côt
nð
ca 0t+

)Wo: -o{WoVi + VrW:)

)W::n(WnUo-VrW)

(6u)

(6b)

(6")

(6d)

(6")

(6f)

z

r**r)wo: -furwl,vl -v;w:)+ rt

& - Z*v; : s1(w'w'" - u,v:)

f**i*V: : -'st(wqw,twv)

t**\vn: -hw;w!+v;v:) + r,
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We see that the new equations have a form similar to equations (5). The only difference is

that the prime fields are the power components instead of intensity components in equations

(5). The same procedure can be done for equations (3) to get the following equations for

the Stokes, pump and acoustic grating po\4/er:

.A nô. ,
( 
A" - 

':;¡)A'e: -stsin(/o - ó" - óòAoA'" (7u)

.A nð. t(# * ;irlo:,: e1 sin(/" -r óq - óp)AqA| (7b)

â A,A,(A,*f)Aq: s2sin(Ó"-róq-óòffi+f, (7")

The equation for the acoustic field shows how the amplitude of the field depends on the

intensity of the Stokes and pump waves, implying a high acoustic field at high intensities of

the pump and the Stokes fields.

Integrating the phonon fields (equations (6c) and (6f)) and substituting in the rest of the

equations (6), reduces the set of equations (6a)-(6f) to four coupled differential equations for

the fields amplitude. The numerical analysis starts with these four equations. An efficient

noniterative algorithm is used in which Simpson's rule is applied to approximate the phonon's

integral and an implicit finite differencing in time and backward differencing scheme in space

are used to write the equations for discrete field amplitudes W, T,V, T,W" T and V" f,
where rn : 0,7,2,....M are time indices (t : rn\t) and j : 0, 1, 2,...n * 1 are space indices

(z : j Lz) [29]. Field vectors at the time (rn + 1)Aú are defined as:

mlL m1'l

--)we

Wpt

Wpz

Wpn

---+

;Up

vrt

Vez

Vo"

mIl m4l
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rn+l m+r
W"z V"z

W"s V"s

---|
iV"

Ws nt1 Vs n1¡t

where n + I is the total number of discrete points in space aírd We n+L¡ Vp n*t,t Ws 1 and

Vs 7 are the initial values at boundaries.

Using the linearization scheme defined by Chu et al. [29], \r/e obtain the final form of the

set of algebraic equations for the vector fields as:

m*. rn*lw": 1

____+rn|l ____+rnll __)m+t __+A^W, + C*W" I D* V, - V
+nL+L 

->¡n*L 
___+m{'l __>

E^W" lF^Wo +G*Ve -U
___+mll ____+7n+1 ___+m*l ___+A V, -D^W, +C^V" :W (8)

,m4l ,m*7 .m17
-r"-' 

- _|E^V" -G Wo +F*V, - Z

Here, A* , C*, E*, F*, D^, and G* are n x n upper or lower tridiagonal matrices

evaluated at time mLt and.î,î,fr undì ur. nxl vectors containing boundary

conditions on the pump and Stokes at time t: (m + l)At. This set of equations can be

solved numerically without the need for iteration. The matrix coefficients and vectors 7,
---+ ---+ --)
U , W aîd Z are evaluated recursively using the initial values of the Stokes and pump fields

at f : 0. Here the field amplitudes at any time slot nx + | have been determined from those

at the preceding time slot m. Tojustify the validity of the linearization assumption, we used

the field amplitudes at time slot rn * 1 to re-evaluate iteratively the nonlinear coefficient

involved in the differential equations. An improvement of only 4Yo was achieved after 5

iterations.

Solutions of equations (8) are found for a Gaussian pump pulse of the form
+_+

Eo exp( -Zl:---::12), where f, is the pulse width. Referring to figure 1, we apply the followingv r' 
t, ¿
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geometrical and material parameters to examine the typical results of the SBS process: cell

length : 60 cm, focal length : 50 cm, immersion length : 15 cm, initial waist of the beam

: 0.4 cm, gain of the medium : 0.0063 cm/MW, input energy : 320 mJ, FWHM pulse

length - 20 ns, phonon lifetime: 0.85 ns and index of refractiorr) n - 1.0, with results

shown in figure 2.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Depending on the geometry of the SBS process and the energy of the input pulse, our

model results in Stokes oscillations or fluctuations similar to those observed experimentally

[18-20,15-17]. The intensity modulation can be categorised into two groups: a) deterministic

amplitude oscillations at the time when the energy of the pump reaches the threshold energy

and b) stochastic fluctuations due to noise in amplitude and phase of the Stokes beam.

A. Deterministic Threshold Oscillation:

The finite phonon lifetime provides an energy interchange mechanism between the Stokes

and laser field via the acoustic field. In the case of Gaussian pump beams, it takes some time

for the energy contained in the pump to reach the threshold energy for Stokes initiation.

At the threshold, the Stokes po\4/er increases very rapidly and overshoots the pump power

resulting in the depletion of the pump field and reduction of gain. -Because o1 this gain

reduction the Stokes po\/er drops, causing an increase in the pump energy which in turn

causes an increase in the Stokes field again. This energy interchange between the Stokes

and pump fields continues and resembles a relaxation oscillation (see figure 3). The rate of

this energy interchange is controlled by the reaction time of the acoustic field, i.e. phonon

lifetime. Such an energy interchange mechanism has also been discussed in Ref. 14] and

[29]. Chu et al. [29] report relaxation oscillations which are visible in the transmitted pulse.

However, our simulation results show that for a iong cell and a geometry in which the laser
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beam has been focused deeply into the cell, relaxation oscillation should be visible in the

Stokes return as shown in figure 3.

In order to categorise the behaviour of threshold oscillation we use the following param-

eters to run the simulation: Cell length 100 cm, focal length 100 cm, immersion length 70

cm, phonon lifetime 0.85 ns, gain of the medium 0.006 cm/MW, FWHM pulse iength 20

ns and input energy 114 mJ. Any changes to these parameters are specified in the caption

of the figures. Figure 3 shows a typical threshold oscillation in the Stokes beam. Differ-

ent parameters such as phonon lifetime, laser intensity at the focal point and immersion

length affect the behaviour of the threshold oscillation. There are no phase jumps predicted

corresponding to these oscillations.

1. Effect of phonon li,fetime on the threshold oscillation:

If the finite phonon lifetime is responsible for the relaxation oscillation at the threshold

energy, we would expect that the behaviour of the threshold oscillations depends on this pa-

rameter. Figure 4 shows the threshold oscillation for two different phonon lifetimes. Defining

4 to be the time interval over which the threshold oscillations are observable (see figure 4),

our simulation predicts that 4 is reduced for long phonon lifetime (see figure 5). It is seen

that for longer phonon lifetimes, oscillations in the Stokes return come to an equilibrium

faster than those for short phonon lifetimes. Our model permits a detailed investigation of

the above mentioned relaxation oscillation and the role of the phonon lifetime.

The acoustic field is described by equation (3c). For early times in the process, the first

source term in the right hand side of the equation may be ignored and for the second term

we can write h:Ðn(rksirukt. Equation (3c) can then be solved as

Vq : lBoøe- + D a'* sin ant IDb'rcostÐ¡rt,,
k k

in which etn: anl(12 +uf;)-r and b'¡ : -a*ur(l'+r?)-'. In the limit of a long phonon

lifetime i.e. f ---+ 0(r -- oo) we find ú't : 0 and b'r: -or , which results in a solution of
uk
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ün : D¡,-9"o, .;,¡,t for the acoustic field. Comparing this result with the source term fi,
uk

it is seen that in the limit of a large phonon lifetime the medium will not respond to the

rapid fluctuations in the source term, but rather responds to the integral of rapid changes.

Intheotherlimitof I --+ oo(r - 0), b't - 0 and &'t": fr whichgives asolutionof

\[rn : Dr f sin.;,nt.In this case the medium can cope with the rapid changes in the source

term, thus resulting in a modulated Stokes pulse. The above discussion is applicable not

only for the beginning of the process but also for any rapid changes in the source fields of the

acoustic field. The phonon lifetime thus represents a measure of the inertia of the acoustic

field. The larger the phonon lifetime, the higher is the inertia of the acoustic fie1d and the

slower is the response of the medium to the rapid changes in the Stokes and the laser field.

2. Effect of laser intensity at the focal plane:

According to the equation (7c), the amplitude of the acoustic field depends on the inten-

sity of the input pulse. A shorter focal length results in a higher intensity at the focal plane

hence a higher power acoustic rffave. As a result of this strong acoustic field, the Stokes

amplitude does not reduce as quickly after overshooting, which in turn causes a shorter

duration of the relaxation oscillation. This is illustrated in figure 6.

3. Effect of immersi,on length:

Kuzin et al [21] have discussed the influence of the depletion length, (the length over

which the laser pump beam experiences most of its depletion), on the suppression of fluc-

tuations in the Stokes field. They emphasised that if the propagation time through the

depletion length T¡o", is smaller than the temporal variation of the Stokes field at the begin-

ning of the depletion region 7", a smoothing of the Stokes field towards the output of the

cell would take place. In this case we are in the steady state regime of SBS, and can rewrite

equations (3) in the phase locked condition, as

t2



!r^:2oï^t-
ïZ'P - uY'P's

frr":2sloI" (9)

Moving the origin of z to the entrance of the cell and writing Ir(z) : I"(z) -l ¿ [31] (where 1¡

is a constant indicating the degree of pump depletion), we can solve the differential equations

(9) to find :

r t_\ _ 1¿1"(0)
ts\z ) - lrfol ""pt-29I¡z)- 1"(0)

1 ^.- of lts
e

maximum (i.e. I"(l¿.rl : fl"tol), we find :

Defining the depletion length as the length over which the Stokes intensity drops to

I¡(e - t)
1o(o)

Which can be approximated as

, li^^lo.r= ï (10)

for highly depleted pump (i.e. I¡ 
- 

0), and using the definition of G.

A parallel physical explanation of conditions under which temporal fluctuations are sup-

pressed is given by Gaeta and Boyd [11]. They discuss how a spike with temporal variation

T" : f-1 is suppressed when G > lTt (where Tt : nl¿**c-r is the transit time and

G : glol¿,n- is the steady state gain). This condition (G > f?r) is similar to the Kuzin et

al [21] condition (i.e. Tto.o 17;), if we use the depletion length given by equation (10).

Keeping constant all other parameters and varying only the immersion length, by chang-

ing the cell to lens separation, we can examine the effect of immersion length on the threshold

oscillations. Figure 7 shows the behaviour of the threshold oscillation for two different im-

mersion lengths. For a smaller immersion length, figure 7 (b), the depletion region of the

pump beam is confined to a small region at the entrance of the cell resulting in a shorter

relaxation oscillation.

It thus appears possible to use the advantages of a short focal length and a short immer-

sion length to smooth out the oscillations. These conditions are confirmed to provide the

13
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best temporal fidelity of pump pulse in SBS process, figure 8, and appear to agree with pre-

liminary experimental results [32]. A more complete experimental investigation is planned

for a later publication.

l. Pulse Compression

As mentioned previously the threshold relaxation oscillation is due to the energy inter-

change between the pump and the Stokes fields. We can expect to achieve pulse compression

if we do not provide the appropriate amount of energy for the Stokes pulse to rebuiid after

the first impulse of relaxation oscillation. Figure 9 shows how the relaxation osciliation con-

verts to a compressed pulsed as input energy is reduced from graph a) to d). The process

of pulse compression can be better seen if we look at the 3D graph of the Stokes power,

figure 10. At early times of the process, the center of maximum reflectivity (maximum of

the Stokes pulse) is close to the focal region. This center moves towards the entrance of the

cell at a later time. As a result, latter parts of the incoming pulse are traveling a shorter

distance before generating the Stokes return, resulting in pulse compression [3,4].

B. Stochastic Fluctuations of Phase and Amplitude

Noise initiation of the SBS process results in large scale fluctuations in the Stokes output.

These fluctuations are of stochastic nature in the sense that there is a random probability for

the occurrence of the fluctuations as well as for their temporal position in the output Stokes

pulse. Corresponding and simultaneous to these fluctuations in the Stokes power, there are

some rapid changes in the Stokes phase (see figure 11). The simultaneous occurrence of

jumps in the Stokes phase and fluctuations in the stokes po\/er can be understood from the

main equations governing SBS (equations 3). On the right hand side of these equations there

are two effective gain terms, 9 sin( óo t ó, - ór) o, g cos( óo t ó" - ór) which are affected by

rapid changes in phase of the fields. Figure 11 (b) shows how the normalized effective gain

g sin( ón t ó" - óò suffers a reduction at the time when a phase jn-p occurs in the Stokes
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field. Depending on the size of the phase jt-p and the phase behaviour of the pump and

acoustic field, the effective gain can be reduced or even become negative, which interchanges

the role of Stokes and pump field i.e. the pump freld gains while the Stokes field depletes.

This is similar to what happens in the generation of solitons in stimulated Raman scattering

[33]. The final temporal position of phase jumps as well as the shape of the fluctuations in

the output of the Stokes phase and power depend on how they propagate and amplify from

the initiation point (focal point) towards the entrance of the cell. Stokes pulses, initiated

from noise, are amplifled in two main regions as they propagate towards the output of the

cell. In the first region, initial amplification and spectrum narrowing of the Stokes beam

growing from noise take place [20,34,35,11,36,21]. The second region of length la"o (.q.

10), is where the final amplification of the Stokes beam, to a level approximately equal to

the pump power occurs. The final Stokes output can be greatly affected by the dynamic

processes in the depletion region. As previously discussed, this region plays a crucial role in

the suppression of fluctuations in the Stokes signal when Tro., 14. For Tro.o ) 7", however,

fluctuations in the Stokes pulse experience amplification and spectrum changes, and appear

in the final output [21]. It has been shown that different spectra of the fluctuations in the

Stokes pulse experience different gain depending on the phonon lifetime and the length of

this region [36,21]. As a result, the output spectrum of the fluctuations is different from the

input when propagating through the depletion region [36,21]. Considering this and the fact

that the depletion lengths /¿", corresponding to different temporal parts of the Stokes beam

are different (see eq. 10, where the gain G(t) : gIr(t)l¿*^ is a function of time), lead to

changes in the shape of fluctuations as well as the temporal position of corresponding phase

jumps in propagating through the depletion region. The results from our model also display

such behaviour as shown in fig. L2. It shows the temporal position of the phase jump and

the beginning of the fluctuation in the figure 11 as a function of time at different positions

in the cell.

The focusing geometry of the SBS cell, input energy and phonon lifetime of the material

affect the phase jnrnp fluctuations. Due to the stochastic nature of the fluctuations, the
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\ /idth, magnitude and the number of fluctuations vary from pulse to pulse. As a result, we

have chosen the fraction of the Stokes energy contained in the fluctuations i.e. ( #,"* ,

(where <> means statistical average over all number of pulses) as the best parameter to

show the importance of the fluctuations to a practical deployment of SBS in a laser system.

Unless otherwise stated, the following parameters are applied for the numerical simulations:

cell length : 60 cm, focal length : 60 cm, immersion length : 30 cm, phonon lifetime :

0.85 ns, input beam radius at window : 0.3 cm, gain of the medium : 0.0063 cm/MW,

input energy : 119 mJ, FWHM pulse length : 20 ns and refractive index : 1.36.

1. Phonon lifetime effect on the phase jump fl,uctuations

As was previously discussed, the phonon lifetime is a measure of the acoustic field inertia.

For a medium with a long phonon lifetime, the acoustic field can not respond quickly to the

rapid fluctuations in the noise initiated Stokes field, and it thus broadens and smoothens out

the fluctuations in the Stokes field. To examine the effect of phonon lifetime on the phase

jnrnp fluctuations, the simulation model was run with different initial noise distributions for

three different phonon lifetimes. The fluctuation energy (normalised to the output energy

and averaged over certain number of shots) is calculated for these different phonon lifetimes.

Figure 13 shows how the energy of the fluctuations decreases for higher phonon lifetime,

indicating a better suppression of fluctuations for long phonon lifetimes.

2. Effect of immersion length:

As mentioned previously, the two key parameters in suppressing the fluctuations are the

propagation time through the depletion region T¡o"o and the temporal variation of Stokes

signal ?" which reaches the depletion region. In the case when Tto.r 1T" the fluctuations in

the Stokes signal are suppressed as they pass through the depletion region while in the other

case, T¡o"o s 7", they are magnified and appear in the final Stokes output. The depletion

length /¿"0 depends (roughly) on the steady state gain G and the immersion length l¿** (see
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equation (10)). By controlling G and l¿^^ we are thus able to change the length of depletion

region. From the conditionT¡o.r2 T", it is clear that reducingT¡o"o, implies a reduction on

the number of fluctuations as well as their durations in the final Stokes output.

A shorter depletion length can be obtained for a short immersion length (achieved by long

cell-lens separation) and as a result, we would expect a better suppression of fluctuations.

Figure 14 shows how averaged fluctuation energy a tÅ# > % (normalised to output energy)

changes as a function of the immersion length. We thus conclude that a small immersion

length achieved by large cell to lens separation provides better suppression of fluctuations.

3. Effect of input energy:

Another parameter that can affect the depletion length is input energy. Higher input

energy results in a higher gain G, which in turn reduces the depletion length, Id,"r, of the

SBS. As discussed above, we thus expect that fluctuations in the output Stokes beam have

smaller duration i.e. they carry less energy. In order to examine the effect of input energy,

we have studied the output Stokes beam of 500 simulated pulses with different initial noise

distribution and at different energies. Considering the histogram 
"1 ffi for these 500

pulses, where Eou¡ is the mean energy of all output pulses, and fitting a Gaussian function

to it, we find that the width of the Gaussian fit is reduced at higher energy i.e. the variation

in output energy per pulse around the mean value is reduced for high energy (see figures

15). Another parameter that can show how fluctuations are suppressed for high energies is

the average of the fluctuation energy (normalised to output energy). Simulation results in

figure 16 show a reduction in the averaged fluctuation energy for higher input energies.

I. Effect of pulse duration:

In the above section, we kept the duration of the input pulse constant and we studied

the effect of parameters such as input energy and beam area on the fluctuations. In order to
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observe the role of pulse duration, we have chosen to keep the input energy of the pulse con-

stant and reduced the pulse duration, i.e. we increased the peak injected power. Simulation

results show a dramatic reduction in the number of fluctuations for short pulse durations

which in turn results in a smaller averaged fluctuation energy (figure 17).

IV. CONCLUSION

To describe different kinds of temporal amplitude and phase modulations in SBS, we

extended the plane-\/ave equations for complex fields describing SBS in a finite cell to

include focusing geometry and initiation from a Gaussian random noise distributed over

space and time. Two kinds of modulations were found.

(1) Deterministic relaxation oscillation at the threshold energy.

(2) Random fluctuations in the output Stokes power.

The finite phonon lifetime of a material is responsible for an energy interchange between

the pump and Stokes field resulting in relaxation oscillations at the threshold. There is

no modulation of the Stokes phase corresponding to these oscillations. It is predicted that

materials with shorter phonon lifetimes can exhibit relaxation oscillations of longer duration

than those with long phonon lifetimes. It was found that an initially stronger acoustic wave

( resulting from a high focal intensity determined by the focal length of the lens) shortens

the relaxation oscillations at the threshold energy since the Stokes pulse can use the energy

stored in the acoustic field after initially overshooting. Also, a small immersion length

achieved by a large cell to lens separation reduces the threshold relaxation oscillations. All

together, short focal length, short immersion length and large phonon lifetime provide the

best parameter space for removing the threshold relaxation oscillations.

SBS initiated from microscopic noise shows large scale stochastic amplitude modulation

in the output Stokes beam. Simultaneous and corresponding jumps in the Stokes phase are

observed. We have determined a parameter regime where this modulation is minimised or

eliminated, thus predicting conditions for optimised, reliable SBS:
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1) Longer phonon lifetime provides a better suppression of instabilities in the Stokes

pulse.

2) Depending on the input energy and focused spot size, the pump and Stokes field can

be confined to a small region near the entrance of the cell (high energies, short immersion

length) or distributed towards the focal point for low energies and long immersion length.

For high input energies or short immersion length the time for propagation through this

region T¡,-^is small enough to suppress many of the fluctuations reaching this region withe "aep

duration T" ) T¿.r. Short immersion length achieved by large cell to lens separation is more

desirable sinceT¡o", can be reduced more effectively and a higher reflectivity can be achieved,

but will in practice be limited by optical break down of the SBS material or cell window.

3) Another parameter that can be used effectively to suppress the fluctuations is pulse

duration. Our results showed that for a shorter pulse duration (i.e. higher peak power) the

number of fluctuations was reduced dramatically.
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medium gain 0.006 cm/MW, FWHM pulse length 20 ns and input energy 114 mJ. 3(b) shows no

corresponding variation in the phase of the Stokes.
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APPENDIX 2



; Program: phaseO

; Find the zero points of high-passed FFT traces,24,05,95

, Authors: Martin O'Connor, Vladimir Devrelis and Chang-Jiang Wei

CLOSE,l

IP.MULTI: [0,0,3]

PRINT, 'Display on screen (1)or output a ps file (0)?'

READ, S

IF (sEQ0)TI{ENBEGIN
PRINT, ' The data output is a Pcl file'
SET_PLOT,'ps'
DEMCE,filename='may I 8d. ps', xsize= I 8. 0, ysize=2 1. 0, xoF I . 0,yoF4. 0

IP.CHARSZE: 2 &. IP.CHARTHICK = 3

IP.THICK:3 &. IX.THICK=3 E IY.THICK=3
ENDIFELSEBEGIN
PRINT, ' The output will be displayed in screen'

ENDELSE

n=1024 ; number of TD data points

pm: dblarr(16)
sc = dblan(I2)
y = lonarr(32,n)
zz:fltan(32,n)
t=findgen(n)

; Power meter data, first 16 Points
; Scale factor

;1or32 TD traces, each 1024 Points

; time variable, 1024 points

OPEN\1,'d:\data95\may95\may18d' ; open a data file
¿u¡2: {azI7, A:dblarr(16), B:dblarr(12), $

C I : lonarr( 163 84),C2 :lonan( f 63 84) )
READF,l,data ; read data file into a structure

FOR i=0, 14 DO BEGIN ; read first 16 points power meter

pm(i) = data.A(Ð
ENDFOR

xx: findgen(ls) + 1

FOR j= 0, l1 DO BEGIN ; read scale factor

sc(i): data.B(i)
ENDFOR

t = (t - sc(5))*sc(1)+sc(4))* 10.^9 ;normalize time as ns

dt = (1 - sc(5))*sc(l)+sc(4))*10.^9 ;time interval in ns

FOR m=0, 16383 DO BEGIN ; byte-converting for TDl's traces

dbyte : data.Cl(m) AND'FF00'X

IF d$re LT 0 TI{ENBEGIN
dbyte = Flx(dbyte AND '7F00'Ð/256) OR'0080'X

lHandle this having been interpreted as a signed number

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
dbyte: FX(dbyte/256)
ENDELSE

addbyte : data.Cl(m) AND'00FF'X



data.Cl(m)= (addbyte * 256) + dbyte

;Count and remove interpolated datafTagfrom data point (4000 hex)

IF data.Cl(m) GE '4000'X TmN BEGIN
data.Cl(m) = data.Cl(m) -'4000'X
ENDIF

ENDFOR

FOR m=0, 16383 DO BEGIN ; byte-converting for TD2's traces

dbyte = data.C2(m) AND'FF00'X

IF dbyte LT 0 TÆNBEGIN
dbyte = FlX(dbyte AND'7F00'Ð/256) OR'0080'X

;Handle this having been interpreted as a signed number

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
db¡e = Flx(dbyte/2s6)
ENDELSE

add$te = data.C2(m) AND'00FF'X
dat¿.c2(m)= (addbyte * 256) + dbyte

;Count and remove interpolated datalTagfrom data point (4000 hex)

IF data.C2(m) GE '4000'X TIIEN BEGIN
data.C2(m) = dat¿.C2(m) -'4000'X
ENDIF

ENDFOR

y5findgen(1024) ;array with each element set to the value of its subscript.

yy(513:I023)=-REVERSE(yy(1:51l));last 511 elements of yy a mirror image of the first 511.

FILTER=1./(r+(Jryl15)^r0) ;This is a 5th order Butterworth filter with
;a cutoff of 15 cucles per total sampling period.

FOR l:0, 15 DO BEGIN ; read 16 TD traces

nl=n-1
FOR k:0, n1 DO BEGIN ; rcad 1024 points for each trace

y(l,k) = data.cl(k+ l*n)
zz(l,k): (y(l,k)-sc(0))* sc(2) + sc(3) ; scaling

ENDFOR

HIGHPASS=FFT@FT(zz(1,*),1)*(1.0-FILTER),-1) ;frequenry domain high-pass filter

hipassl = float(highpass)
hipass la=hipass 1 ( 100 : 900)
maxv:max(ABS(hipass I a))

hipass2 = hipassl/maxv

IF (sNE0)TI{ENBEGIN
read,dd
ENDIF

j=50
zr=fltarr^ o
freq: fltan o
aver: fltatt (l)
std=fltarro

;no. ofzeros

;array of zeros

;frequenry
;averãge frequency

;st¿ndard frequency, a samPle of five



m:0
for k=1,n1 do begin
if hipass2(k-1)*hipass2(k) LE 0.0 then begin
m=mtl
zr(m-1) = k
endif

endfor
i:0

fork=1,j-l dobegin
if zr(k) GT 0 AND zr(k) LT 1023 then begin
freq (k-1) = zr(k) - zr(k-1)
IF freq(k-l) GT 0 TIIEN i = i+l

endif
endfor

sft = fltarr(Ð
tsft: fltan(i)

stnd: total(freq(l 5 : 19))/5.0
ave: total(freq)/(m- I )
;tsft (0)=(freq(O)-stnd)/stnd

tsft (0)=(freq(O)-ave)/ave
sÈ0

for k:0, il do begin
aver (k) = ave

std (k) = stnd
if freq(k) GT 0 then begin
sft(k) = (freq(k)-stnd)/stnd
tsft(k)=sft(k)+sf
sf=sf+sft(k)
endif

endfor

plot,t,zz(1,*),xrange=[0, 10],xstyle= l,xtitle:'TlME (ns)', $

ytitle='POWER (a.u.)' ;,POS= [0. 1,0. 76,0. 6,0. 991

fr:2.0/(freq*dt)
;fr:0.5/(freq*dt)
;fi=smooth(fr,2)
plot,(zr+O.5*ave)*dt,fr,yrange=[1,2.5],xrange=[0,10],xstyle:1,ystyle=1, $

xtitle:'TlME (ns)',ytitle='BEAT FREQTIENCY (GHz)';,POS:[0. ],'43,0.6,0.66]

oplot,(zr+O.5*ave)*dt, 0.5/(aver*dt)

;oplot, (zr+0. 5 *ave)*t, 0. 5/(std*dt)
oplot,(zr+0. 5 *ave)*dt, 0.5/(freq*dt),psym=4

;plot,hipass2,xrange= [0, l0],xstyle= I ;,yrange:l-L.2, 1. 2l,ystyle: I
plot,(zr+0. 5*ave)*dt,smooth(tsft,2),xrange: [0, 10],xstyle= l, $
xtitlæ'TIME (ns)', ytitle='PHASE @I)';,POS=[0. 1,0. 1,0.6,.331

;oplot,aver;, psym=4

;plot,hipass2;,yrange= [-. 1,. l],xrange=[0,200],psym=4

;oplot,hipass2

ENDFOR

END
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